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Celebrated the Birthday of General Knox

04.69—a statement which was greetd with much applause.
The report of Mrs. Blanche Waldo
Iyer, curator showed the receipt of
he following relics and contrtbulons:
These articles have been pledged
rom the Edwin A. Robinson estate:
•Imperor and Empress coats, hand
•mhroiliered; lady’senihrolderid satin
(hoe; gold lacquered centre table
hree feet across top; steel mirror,
vlth case; hand carved ivory and
[old chop sticks, with cose; emperor
ind empress pictures on rice paper;
hree hand-carved Ivory pieces; melallion of dragon, embroidered In gold
bread. These articles were brought
mine from China in 1860 by Capt.
Robinson. The collection from the
.state also includes clipper ship's
node!, seven feet long, built by
'apt. Robinson; and banjo clock of
i.lth nintllfA fin

Group of Nation’s Leaders Helps
Thomaston Observe the Birthday
Anniversary of Its Most Dis
tinguished Citizen.—Secretary of
Navy Curtis D. Wilbur Applies
Lessons Taught By First War Sec
retary To Present Day Conditions.
—Notes Success of Flying Endeav
ors, But Says Airship Has Not
Solved War Problems. — Supt.
Randall J. Condon Another Not
able Speaker.—Reception At Mrs.
John E. Walker’s a Most Brilliant
Social Event.—Mr. Ann Waldo
Lord Re-elected President of Me
morial Association and Her Work
Acclaimed. — Bank Treasurer’s
Report Shows $54,000 On Hand
Toward Memorial.

ILLUSTRATIONS
1 —Major General Henry Knox, from a
Painting in the Maine State House at
Augusta.

2—Montpelier. Knox's Old Home, a Replica
of Which Is An Objective of the Knox
Memorial Association.
The House in
the Left Background Is the Present Rail
road Station.
3—Thomaston Railroad Station, Once Occu
pied By the Servants At Montpelier.
4—Knox Tomb In Thomaston Cemetery.

»_____________________

Hon. Dwight C. IWilbur, Secretary
of the Navy, came to Thomaston
yesterday and placed a wreath on the
grave of Gen. Henry Knox, famed
In history's pages as Washington's
chief of artillery, and first secretary
of war. The occasion was the 121st
anniversary of Gen. Knox's birlh.
and In commemoration of it there
was assembled one of the most dis
tinguished groups of official digni
taries that has been seen in this
- State for some years.
The federal government was rep
resented by Brigadier Gen. H. M.
Ixird. whose wife was for yesterday
a fourth time elected president of
the Knox Memorial Association; the
Navy
Department
by
Admiral
Charles F. Hughes, commander in
chief of the United States Fleet; the
Army by Major Kenneth P. Lord, de
tailed as the personal representative
of the Secretary of War; the State
by Adjutant General James W. Han
son, acting for Gov. Ralph O. Brew
ster, who Is absent from tlie State;
and the family by Prof. Henry
Thatcher Fowler, great grandson of
Gen. Knox.
With Admiral Hughes were Cippt.
George 8. Neal, his assistant chief of
rstaff; and Capt. Halsey Powers, aide
to Secretary Wilbur. Adjutant Gen
eral Hanson was accompanied by the
Governor’s private secretary. Lieut.
Carl F. Morrison, who is his aide,
and by Mrs. Hanson amt Miss Han

son.
Secretary Wilbur arrived shortly
after 11 o’clock, having made the trip
from Kittery in a little over four
hours. Right of way was assured
by a detail of State patrolmen under
the direction of Inspector Robert
Watts.
Arriving at Knox Hotel Secretary
Wilbur found the Thomaston, Rock
land and Camden batteries of (’oast
Artillery under the command of
Major Ralph W. Brown, drawn up to
receive him; likewise the 103d In
fantry Band which had been spe
cially detailed from the Infantry en
campment in Augusta.
At the conclusion of the business
meeting of the Knox Memorial Asso
ciation a procession of automobiles
was formed, and with the 103d In
fantry Band and battalion of Coast
Artillery acting as escort, the dis

tense Wilson. Mrs. Ella W. Dunn, Association, to know that the anni
Mrs. Emily W. Stevens, Mrs. Mary versary we are celebrating. Is a mile
Bunker. Miss Edith Wilson and Mrs. stone of progress, a day of inventory
Mary Overlook.
of what the year has produced, a day
Miss Edith Keller, girl scout, acted of Inspiration and new hope for the
as page to Mrs. Lord during the year to come.
j business meeting, and served very
First on the year's Itemized list Is
I graciously in that capacity. Scouts tjie generous gift of $50,000 by Hon.
of both sexes were constantly at Cyrus H. K. Curtis, the great Phila
hand in case their services should be delphia publisher. In connection
required.
with Mr. Curtis as a publisher I use
Homer E. Robinson, E. K. Gould, the word ‘'great” advisedly, for in
Alan L. Bird, J. Walter Strout, E. B. the spirit of interest In the welfare
MacAlllster and Walter H. Butler, of the reading public, combined with
Sons of the American Revolution, an effort to serve it. Mr. Curtis has
acted as ushers at the public meeting successfully
maintained
a
high
in the afternoon.
standard of literary publications at a
Tlie annual meeting was called to nominal price. This accomplishment
order by Mrs. Ixird. The chaplain, alone wins for him the designation of
Mrs. Effie Seavey. read from the a public benefactor. Born in Port
Scriptures and led the audience in land. Maine. Mr. Curtis has shown
repeating the Lord's Prayer.
his affection for his native State, by
The Annual Meeting
Mrs. Lord read her annual report,
Tlie sun was streaming through and was frequently interrupted by many contributions to Its interests
the eastern windows of Watts hall applause. Her suggestion of a vote and welfare.
In this connection I wish to pay
when the members of the Memorial of thanks for Messrs. Cartis and
Association assembled there for the Flint was promptly acted upon and ' a tribute to the work of Hon. Charles
annual meeting. The hall itself was her recommendation for ..the early I R. Flint of New York City, who lias
redolent with the perfume of fir construction of a replica of the Knox ! allied himself with Mr. Curtis, in the
work of assuring a fitting Memorial
houghs and many flowers with which Mansion, ''Montpelier.’’ in which to *
1
the front of the stage was decorated. shelter relics of his eventful life, was to General Knox. Mr. Flint, born
The green across the front of the listened to witli approval. The re in Thomaston, one of the most suc
cessful and best known organizers of
platform was dotted with Colonial port follows:
industrials the country has produced,
yellow, while from Thomaston's
» * * »
is deeply interested in our work, and
many beautiful gardens came bou
quets of red, white and blue flowers.
The meeting listened with much for the past year has devoted himself
Of special significance among these interest to the annual report of the assiduously to the Knox Memorial
posies was the cluster of rosebuds President of Knox Memorial Asso campaign. He has Interested himself
which came from a bush which ciation, Mrs. Herbert M. Ixird, which particularly in the problem of na
tionalizing the project, and is suc
originally grew in the Gen. Knox follows:
garden.
Lavender speedwell, also
To this third anniversary of Knox ceeding. He has had a brief "Life of
originally from the Gen. Knox gar Memorial Association as an incor General Knox” written by Richard
experienced
dens figured in the display.
porated body, it is my privilege and Butler Glaenzer an
• • • *
honor as president, to bid you all— writer, which it is proposed to pubOn either side of the stage was a members and friends—welcome. As ‘ lish and issue to prominent citizens,
standard hearing the Stars and one grows older there Is a natural in order to emphasize the part that
Stripes and at the rear of the stage tendency to overlook birthdays and 1 Washington's Chief of Artillery is a
floated another American flag whose anniversaries; certainly not to at National figure and not a sectional
folds were kept conrtantly in motion tract attention thereto.
Birthdays one.
• • « •
by the aid of a concealed electric and anniversaries however have a
Mr. Flint is keeping Mr. Curtis
fan. J. C. Perry was chairman of legitimate place in the general
the decoratljig committee, and re scheme of things. If they merely ■ fully informed of his plans and the
ceived many compliments on the ex mark the passage of another period Curtis subscription was made with
cellent taste which had been dis of time they do not deserve com- the knowledge that Mr. Klint was in
played. His assistants were Charles memoration.4 When however they ’ the field to assist. On the occasion
Copeland, Lawrence Dunn, Mrs. Kay constitute a milestone along the path 1 of Mr. Curtis’ generous contribution
Turner, Mrs. Mary Overlook and of progress, they should be welcomed, and the tender of Mr. Flint’s valuable
Crockett Brown.
should be properly celebrated, and services in raising the fund the
At the opposite end of the hall was should serve as a starting point for Board of Management very properly
a booth for the taking of member another journey along the avenue of sent to Mr. Curtis and Mr. Flint the
ships and subscriptions, and this was achievement. I am familiar enough following resolution:
“Whereas, by the generosity of
in charge of H, C. Moody, Miss Hor with the work of Kpox' Memorial

tinguished visitors proceeded over a
route which included the home of
Miss Margaret Ruggles, granddaugh
ter of the late U. S. Senator Ruggles;
the Old Church on the Hill, where
hangs the Paul Revere bell; and the
site of the proposed memorial to Gen.
Knox—the replica of the famous
mansion ‘‘Montiselier,’’ which Gen.
Knox occupied while a resident of
Thomaston.
Present on the auto trip and at
other events of the day were three
veterans of the Civil War, Edward
Seavey. Fred Morse and Oscar Blunt.
Returning from this brief auto
mobile tour there was an informal
reception during which the public
improved an opportunity to meet the
guests of honor.
• • * •

Hon. Cyrus H. K. Curtis of Phila
delphia, who has donated $50.DOC.
and by kindness and public spirit of
Hon. Charles R. Flint who has as
sumed charge of the campaign to
raise a fund that will assure the
erection and endowment of the Me
morial, the Knox Memorial Associa
tion, Inc. of Thomaston. Maine, is
about to realize its fond hopes of
having constructed a replica of
'Montpelier' the residence in Thom
aston of Major Gen. Henry Knox.
Chief of Artillery < f the Continental
Army of the Revolution, and the
First Secretary of War and Navy
of the United StateR
“Therefore, be it Resolved, that
the thanks of Knox Memorial Asso
ciation. inc., he extended to Hon
Cyrus H. K. Curtis for his muni
ficent gift, and to Hon. Charles R.
Flint for the tender of his valuable
services in raising funds, which are
most gratefully accepted, thereby
making it possible to reconstruct and
endow ‘Montpelier’ and the Associa
tion desires to record its appreciation
of the lofty patriotism and unselfish
devotion
to their native State
thus manifested by these two dis
tinguished sons of the Pine Tree
State.
“It is indeed fortunate that by the
munificent and generous service of
these patriotic men, the, brilliant
record of Gen. Knox will he rescued
from oblivion and preserved for all
time by this enduring memorial to
his memory.
“Resolved, that the Secretary
cause copies of these resolutions to
be placed in the records of this Asso
ciation, and sent to Mr. Curtis and
Mr. Flint, and that the same be pub
lished if? the public press.”
• • * «
Under date of Oct. 26. 1926,0V. G.
Andrews, son of the late W. II. An
drews of Buffalo, N. Y., a native of
Thomaston, informed the Associa
tion of a bequest made by his father
to the Knox Memorial. I quote from
his letter:
"I am glad to say that under a
clause in a codicil to his will which
was written just before he died, he
authorized me to use my own’dis
cretion in making a subscription to
your cause, and within a reasonable
time we will not only contribute tlie

$1000 which he mentioned to you in
his letter of iNov. 21. 1916, but we
shall be very glad to contribute more
as he suggests and send you $2000.
Among other encouraging symp
toms is the pledge by Lady Knox
Chapter of Rockland, of $100 to
wards
the
Memorial.
Francis
Dighton Williams Chapter of Ban
gor, Maine, contributed $25. Would
that other D. A. R. Chapters and
other patriotic organizations might
profit by these timely examples.
We are encouraged to believe that
widespread
interest
Is
being
awakened In our project outside the
limit of this Immediate locality and
outside the boundaries of our State.
Mrs. Fred R. Rowell writes from
Seattle enclosing check for $25 ex
pressing her great interest in the
movement and her regret that she
cannot contribute more liberally.
Mrs. Rowell is a native of South
Thomaston.
Under the leadership of Elizabeth
F. Reed, the Maine Women's Club of
New York City, held a card party In
the interest of Knox Memorial, net
ting $128.25.
'Mrs. Eliza F. Leary of Seattle,
whose mother was born in Thomas
ton, writes a most cordial letter of
endorsement of ’he Knox Memorial
enterprise and promises a contri
bution.
These and other incidents tn the
campaign, while apparently of minor
importance, are of great importance
in their significance indicative of a
developing interest.
• • • •

I desire to accentuate the fact that
the Knox Memorial project is not ex
clusively an affair of the Daughters
of the American Revolution. Gen.
Knox Chapter began the campaign
and worked diligently for a mepiorlal.
It then sponsored ‘.he Knox Memorial
Association, which makes its appeal
and opens Its roll of membership to
ail patriotic people, whether mem
bers of the Daughters of the Revolu
tion or not, and Includes in its per
sonnel men and women in various
parts of the country who are inter
ested in the work from a patriotic
standpoint. The Daughters of the
American
Revolution
necessarily
have a peculiar interest tn work of
this character, but the efforts of
Knox Memorial Association are not
limited to D. A. R. participation, but
reaches out Ils Invitation to all who

wish to have part in a great and good
work.
Recognition of the services of Knox
by various States outside of Maine
emphasizes the imp< rtance and time
liness of Mr. Flint's work.
The historic trail from Ticonderoga
*o Boston that saw the arduous pas
sage of the guns that freed Boston
for once and for all from tli«* British
yoke, is betrg marked by the Slates
of New York and Massachusetts with
appropriate tablets, Massachusetts
has 26 of these markers one each in
the different Massachusetts towns
and cities through which Genera! I
Knox and his convoy passed. NewYork State has already gone ahead
w-itli the same work, from Fort
George to Egremont on the Western
boundary of Massachusetts. The
Massachusetts marker bears the fol
lowing inscription:

"Through This Place
passed
General Henry Knox
in the
Winter of 1775-1776
to deliver to
General George Washington
at Cambridge
The Train of Artillery
from Fort Ticonderoga
used to force the British Army to
evacuato Boston
Erected by Commonwealth of
Massachusetts 1926.”
These markers in recognition of
the historic and spectacular achieve
ments of Gen. Knox were provided
for by State funds. -Massachusetts
and New York have Set an example
that Maine cannot afford to ignore.
We have reason to be thankful for
the results of the year. My only rec
ommendation is that we keep per
sistently and patiently at It, until
the services of Maine's greatest Rev
olutionary patriot are recognized in
a replica of Montpelier sheltering tho
relics that were associated with him
and his busy and eventful life.

• * • «
Upon motion of Mrs. Lois Creigh
ton, regent of Gen. Knox Chapter,
D. A. R„ a rising vote of thanks was
given to Mrs. Lord as an expression
of appreciation for her indefatigable
work the past year. The members
not only gave a rising vote, but ap
plauded Mrs. Lord with much en
thusiasm.
Mrs. Katherine C. Derry presented
her report as corresponding secre
tary, showing that all communica
tions had received prompt attention.
Miss Hortense Wilson, registrar, re
ported that the Association has 72
active, 46 subscribing and 8 life
members, a total of 126. Miss Rita
P. Smith gave her report as auditor.
J Tiie local treasurer. Mrs. Ella Dunn,
showed a balance cf $436.51 on hand.
W. G. Washburn, reporting for the
Thomaston National Bank (bank
treasurer) reported that the year’s
contributions to the Knox Memorial
fund had been $50,262.25. and that the
bank balance at the time w-as $53,-

Three plates from Montpelier,
given by Mr. and Mrs. James E.
McLaughlin; piano from Montpelier,
given by M s. Helen M. Smith: a
piece of bannister from Montpelier;
check signed by Gen. Henry Knox,
given by
the Hannah Weston
Chapter, D. A. R. of Machias; Gra
ham's American Magazine of 1849. by
Mra. I’erclval C. Lincoln, Taunton,
Mass.; essay, ‘’Romance of Henry
Knox," given by the late Judge Reuel
Rohinson, Camden; four volumes
History of tlie Reformation of the
Sixteenth Century, period of 1519,
given in memory of Capt. George
Rohinson; cellarette or wine closet
from Montpelier, given by Levi R.
Gillchrest; story of Mary A. Liver
more's four years' personal expe
rience as a nurse in the War of the
Rebellion, given by Mrs. Ardelle B.
Curling.
,
•We must not overlook the im
portance of securing pieces of Knox
furniture," said Mrs. Ix>rd. "The
Knox piano and cellarette are real
prizes, and should spur us to greater
endeavor."
Mrs. Creighton’s report as chair
man of the publicity committee
gratefully acknowledged the assist
ance given by the press, and said in
part;
"Since in 1914 the General Knox
Chapter, D. A. R. had been in the
trenches, working tooth and nail for
the Knox Memorial. The Chapter
stuck tenaciously. We couldn't see
clearly how It was to be done, but
knew it ought to be done. Then,
suddenly the birth ot the Knox Me
morial Association gave us renewed
hope, and when Mrs. Herbert M.
Lord consented to become Its presi
dent, we could see Montpelier rising
like a second Phoenix, a benignant
and gracious guardian of the little
town wherein Gen. Knox lived and
died.
“Mrs. Iz>rd as president meant a
broader scope, meant that the move
ment would receive a country-wide
recognition, and the results achieved
in three years go tft show how splen
didly our president has succeeded in
interesting influential men in the Me
morial. Mrs. Lord is a worker, an
executive of experience and withal,
lias a lovely personality which makes
It a pleasure to serve her or serve
with her.
“It is only fair to state that we
fed she is largely responsible for Mr.
Curtis' splendid gift; the power of a
personality is incalculable. Long
may she flourish as our president,
and may the next few years of her
administration treble the present
amount. 1 want to see Anne Waldo

(Continued On Page Eight)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to Ur© my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry and
listen to some music at least once a week.
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.
OPPORTUNITY

Master of human destinies am I!
Fame, love and fortune on my footsteps wait.
Cities and fields I walk, 1 penetrate
Deserts and seas remote, and passing by
Hovel and mart and palace—soon or late
I knock unbidden once at every gate 1
If sleeping, wake—if feasting, rise before
I turn away! It is the hour
fate'.
And they who follow me, reach every state
.Mortals desire, and connuer every foe
Save death : but those who doubt or hesitate.
Condemned to failure, penury, and woe.
Seek me tn vain, and uselessly implore.
I answer not. and I return no more.
*
- John James Ingalls,

Every-Other-Day
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MGR. BENSON’S OFFER

IURPEE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Children’s Playground Group
To See Fine Pictures Free
Wednesday.

Odd Lot Sale of Rockers
No Two Alike
Today Only

Rockland. Maine. .Inly 26, 1927.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he Is Preaantan In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of thus palter of July 23. 1927 there was
primed a total of 6250 copies.

On Wednesday afternoon on the
regular hour. 2 o'clock, the youngate R of tlie Children's .Playground
group will he guests of Manager
Tito Kingdom of God cometh not
with observation: Neither shall they
Carl M. P.enson at Empire Theatre.
say, Ixr here! or io there! for, behold,
The sole requirement for admission
the kingdom of God is within you.—
is that* the children he at the Pi#yLuke 17:20,21.
eronnd shnrn at quarter of twd in
order that they may march to the
theatre and he in their places be
fore 2 o’clock. Tills is a real re
quirement. No ehild can tie admit
ted free unless In the group eomln"
from the Playground. Ail children
desiring to go are welcome.
The show is an especially picked
ane for the children with a fine do'
picture as a headliner: a rollicking
slap-stick comedy that is hound to
keep the young guests roaring with
Inughter; a serial on “The Glorious
Fourth" and the ever interesting
News Reel. The children will have
the choice of any setts in the theatie and Joy will reign unconfined, the •
sole restriction being that the
youngsters must not run about.
After a painfully protracted with
It should he borne in mind that
this In no way interferes with the
drawal of its better aspects, Nature
regular show and there will lie
yesterday bestowed upon the public
plenty of room for parents who
celebration at Thomaston the fullest
wisli to accompany their children
measure of its favor, to thcMelight
and plenty of seats for regular
patrons and those who like to see a
of the distinguished participants In
large group ol' happy children. There I
the arranged official program no. less
ill bo some 150 in the- group. Spe- |
than to the throngs of men and wo
ela! precautions will he taken along
men from the surrounding region,
the linos of safety. The ever cour
teous Marshal Webster will be on I
gathered to do honor to the* memory
hand with police officers to aid the
ANAH TEMPLE'S FIFE, DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS.
of that notable patriot of the Revo
big group in passing through traffic
lution. Major General Henry Knox.
om the Playground to the theatre
10 30 a. m.—Field sports.
7.30 p
m.—Ceremonial in the
Ar.ali Temple is now caring for 16
Anah Temple. Mystic Shrine, of
This birthday anniversary of Its fa Bangor, holds Its annual field day
ml later through the performance.
Arcade.
children in a Springfield. Mass., hos
12 30 p. m.—Shore dinner.
2 to 4—Dancing In Pavilion and
Shrlners have a good time: make pital. and there have been dis Fire Chief Pettee Is equally interestmous eighteenth century citizen has
at Oakland Park tomorrow (rain or
no rtiistake about that, but that they charged from it 18 children who el and will have several firemen In
come to be a yearly'occasion which shine). The afternoon parade and band concert on the grounds.
4.30 p. m.—Caravan will leave for do not forget the serious side of life have been aided through Anah uniform with special chemicals sta- |
the people of the fine old colonial the drill of the Arab Patrol will take Rockland.
tioned at the theatre.
may be judgel from the fact that Temple's efforts.
A rumor of the proposed theatre I
town take pride in recognizing, aqd place in this city, and following the
5 p. m —Patrol drill in Postofflce one of their benevolences is hospi
In all the Temple has received 59
with the greater . spontaneity since banquet there will be^a ceremonial square. Anah Temple Band to fur tals for crippled children. The organ applications; four were withdrawn, party reached George L. St. Clair of
ization has eight complete- units, be nine were disapproved. 18 have been the candy manufacturing firm of St
the interest has become addressed to in The Arcade. The official program nish music.
"That makes me
5.30 p. in.—Parade. Every Noble sides having charge of wards in oth discharged and there are 16 on the Clair & Allen.
the definite' point of a Memorial to follows:
think of something" said Rockland's I
requested to participate, as tickets er hospitals. The shrine deals only waiting list.
The illustrious potentate of Apah genial State Representative and as I
the dead hero, commensurate with
8 a. m.—Caravan will leave Shrine for the banquet will be given out in with crippled children whose pairesult ever}- youngster in the big |
ents are unable financially to give ' tuple is Carus T. Spear, formerly of
the place he occupies in his country's headquarters (Bangor) for Oakland line.
roup will he handed one of the fa
them the requires! surgical attention. ' this city.
6 p. m.—Banquet.
Park.
history. For the details of yester
mous S. & A. jitney bars as the pro
day's occasion we refer the reader to
cession leaves the Playground.
This invitation is general, every I
PRESIDENT SMITH PLEASED
the news columns *of this Issue. To
child, boy or girl, is welcome, the
the committee of the Knox Memorial
sole requirement being that he or
Association* charged with the pro
«he be at the Playground not later
than quarter of 2. Every effort will |
gram details, and ty those who as Tells Courier-Gazette of Progress At Cement Plant and a
made to give tlie children the pro
sisted in their successful carrying
Word Or Two About His Trip Abaord.
Will Deliver a
tection from harm of any sort that I
out. the congratulations of the pub
is one of the cardinal principles of |
lic will be cordially bestowed.
the Playground administration.
Frank H. Smith, president of the one cement plant which had be: n
Lawrence Portland Cement Com Americanized by a friend of mine."
at the
STRAND THEATRE
The coming of Lindbergh to the pany, left Sunday night for his home
■ What Impressed you most on your
Many a young man may be said to I
east found no diminution in that in New Jersey after a week's inspec lour of Eng.and. Scotland, and
be "dancing his way through col
volume of admiration and love which tion of the progress which has been Wales?"
lege." but Malcolm MacGregor gives |
made
on
the
new
Thomaston
plant
"The loyalty of the British peop'e
sprang into Immediate being on the
the phrase a diffeient meaning in
while he was on his European tour. io the Royal House. I went out to
8.00 P. M.
Matinee Ladies" featuring May Mc
occasion of his ocean flight. Boston Before going he expressed to a Cou
Hyde Park where the lab ir unions
Avoy. Instead of having a good time |
multitudes went wild over the lad rier-Gazette reporter the satisfaction were having a demonstration. The
on father’s money, he makes his
precisely as the other cities had which he has experienced over the parade was 2*4 miles long and in it
living by abting as dancing partner I
done—and Portland too, though re results achieved under the direction were borne placards which read:
for the matinee ladies who spend
of Vice President Charles A Porter, Duwn With Baldwin.' 'Down. With
:
:
on
:
:
their time at the afternoon cabarets
gret colored this visit because of and the superintendent of construc
the Government,’ etc., but not a
while their husbands are working.
the dense fog and rain. With its tion, Joe Taylor.
single reference to the Roy‘al Family.
This picture is shown todgy in a
Because of his desire to see the • "I saw the King and Queen ride
space, like the other papers, given
fine program which includes, also, j
plant
a
producing
concern
by
an

through
Regent
street,
and
the
re

over to the story of how a million
talking pictures.
other April President Smith has spect shown by the crowd was mar
Gloria Swanson, super-woman of j
men, women and children were de asked Mr. Porter to stay on the job
AUSPICES ROCKLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
velous to me. I didn't see a man who
the ^scieen corn’s Wednesday and
liriously happy over the “glorious here, and maintain the present speed ' j;] not uncover as they passed.
Thursday in her most dazzling
kid," the Herald repeats but cannot at every possible angle.
It was not the wildly cheering crowd
achievement in “The I.ove of Sunya.”
Admission Free
Public Invited
"Steam
shovels,
cranes,
gasoline
that greeted a hero like Lindbergh,
explain the story of the psychologi
'The Love of Sunya” combines all of |
locomotives, I never dreamed so
Gloria Swanson’s inimitable geniuscal appeal that the youth makes to much equipment would be neces but it was a respectful tribute.
BOYS
’
BAND
CONCERT
7-30-8.00
"I talked with a laboring man. who
the climax of all Gloria's tradition. |
the heart:
sary!” exclaimed President Smith, told me that he had served in the
89-90
Personality!
Beauty!
Gowns!
who
added
to
his
statement
the
feel

It was "Lindy, Lindy, Lindy," in
Boer War and the World War, and I
Talent! Humor! Dramatic Intensity!
ing
of
conviction
that
it
is
all
nec

glad shouts from thousands of
asked him what would be the atti
Here is Gloria Swanson in an ab
throats. It was the boyish, illumin essary r.nd paying for itself. The tude of the English laborers if an
sorbing succession of electric moods I
BELFAST
TAKES
THE
LEAD
abnormal
period
of
unfavorable
ating smile of the nation’s idol that
other war broke out. His answer
and emotions. As a vehicle and as
completely captivated Boston. What weather has acted as a decided set was prompt and emphatic.
saory it is sup emely fitted for |
of the crowds? All were out to see back, buf’The Magic City” certainly
They would enlist to a man' he
glorious Gloria; mystical, romantic,
their "Lindy." What if women and shows a decided transformation fiom said.
Daker’s Wallop Sends Camden Into the Second Gear—The gorgeous—with a heroine plunging
children dropped like loaves before the crude site and unbroken woods
"I talked with cab drivers, with
into all tlie diverse Great Adventures
the exhaustion of excitement? Seers upon which Mr. Smith gazed before waiters, and with men on the park
Race Becomes a Dizzy One.
of Womanhood's L< ve. "Tlie Love of
savants and psychologists have spent he went to Europe.
benches and I was Impressed w th
Sunya. ' besides its enthralling hu- |
long hours trying to diagnose the
Orders have befn placed, he said
the respect which they had for their
man problem. Is a kaleidoscope
utterly irresistible appeal of Col. Sunday for the balance of the heavy
Tonight—-RorWland at Camden.
.316; McMahon, .316; Palement, .304 colorful, lavish, grand!
Sovereign. There was apparently no
Scenes in
Lindborgh» and the tremendous force machinery. The kilns, coolers and
Wednesday afternoon (2.30 instead The leading run getters are Pale the famous Opera Comique! A milof his personality and achievements. mills start this week from Milwaukie. thought of having anything but a
reigning family, and they idolize the of 5)—Belfast at Hi ck’and.
ment, 16; E. Small. 13; Kenyon and lonalre's mansion! Bohemian revels!
They might as well try to dissect a
The buildings already completed,
Thursday night—Belfast at Cam McGowan, 12 each; Loftus. 11; Byrne A gay prima donna! Many lovers!
dream. To Boston it was beside the so far as exterior work is concerned Prince of Whies.
"There is a great deal of ni toring den.
and McMahon, 19 each.
Occult surprises ard Eastern seers!
point.
Here he was "Charming are the office, machine shop and
Splendor and big dramatic move- J
....
Charley,” who sailed his sliver ship “charge” house. The interior work in the British Isles and a great many
ment!—adv.
into the unknown and in so doing remains to be done, but in a week or American tourists there. I heard no
The League Standing
Daker’s triple, following a double
adverse comment upon Americans.
touched the chord of human desire.
10 days the machine shop will be
by
Charlie
Small,
with
two
out
in
As the result of last night's game
Their attitude toward the debt set
ISLE AU HAUT
And Congressman Watson, one of ready for the reception of tools.
the tenth, won for Belfast in Belfast
tlement seems to be; ‘Yes, we knew in Belfast the Maine Coast League
• * * *
Justice Harlan F. Stone and Mrs.
yesterday, 5 to 4. Camden eliminated
the speakers at the thronged pub
we owe you. and we are going to pay has a new leader, and Camden which
All of the motors necessary for the
, MacDdnald in the first inning with Stone of Washington, D. C„ have ar
lic meeting, voiced the great popular
our debts, but it will impoverish
plant have been ordered.
rived and opened their cottage for
has had that distinction sine,, the Belfast four runs to the good,
us.
’
Beneath
this
sentiment
one
can
foaling when he said:
y
Yesterday work was begun on the
season opened is now the runner-up.
Klosek went in and kept Belfast tlie summer.
feel
an
undercurrent
to
the
effect
Walter Rich is in Rockland where
"In courage, it thoroughness and construction of a cement road which
For this reason she will make an I away from the plate with some tight
in modesty, he ha-' set an example will lead from the New County road that 'you ought not make us pay.' extra effort to win tonight’s game'support until the couple of wallops lie is receiving treatment from Dr.
The
American
tourist
is
referred
to
Ellingwood.
to the youth of today which might to part of the plant. Contractor Cyr
with Rockland, The league Stand- in the tenth put the game^away.
Charles Richardson of Reading
well become a tradition, ranking expects to have it completed in about as ‘one of those rich Americans.’
ing:
Gillespie went good for Camden
England
has
started
a
campaign
with the honesty of George Washing two weeks.
Won
P. C. until he wavered in the eighth and Mass., visited his family at the par
Lost
of
buying
only
goods
that
are
made
sonage last week.
ton and the patience of Abraham Lin
Work is in progress on the slurry
Belfast .................... 8
6
.507 Flinn finished the game.
Miss Ruth Rich celebrated her
coln. Direct descendant of an an tanks and the building to house On the Empire, and among other Camden .................. 7
6
.538
The defense was fast on both sides
things
ore
very
largely
refusing
to
tenth birthday anniversary Thurs
cient race, born on our western them; and cement will soon be
Rockland ................ 5
8
.38) lour double killings figuring.
buy
foreign
made
cement.
”
day afternoon at her home A very
prairies, developed by American lib poured for the ntw raw stompe
» » « »
• • . .
President Smith came home in the
pleasant afternoon was spent and
erty. free education and progress, no building. The kiln building will Ml*
Through
the
kindness
of
Fred
C.
Camden defeated Togus 4 to 2 in
pink of condition, well browned by
she received many pretty gifts.
reckless adventure-, but a pioneer; low as soon as the kilns are up.
Black
the
Maine
Coast
League
aver

thoughtful, persistent, unafraid in
it is the aim of the corporation to his sea voyage and with avoirdupois ages have been figured, as of y< ster- rainy day game at Togus Sunday Games were played and refresh
Camden used all three of its pitch ments served. Those present were
blazing new trails for- mankind to have all outside qpherete work done comfortably increased.
day morning. The ten leading bat ers, and Davidson, who has been Violet Richardson Margaret and
follow, he Is a man who represents before cold weather, and to this end
ters
are:
with the Rockland team the past Rose Rich, Dorothy and Priscilla
the highest type of that new race we a rugged army of 400 men. directed
A Philadelphia store has a bell
French. .409; Byrne, .375: Chain- two seasons, pitched for Togus. Th Robinson,
Amy
Cousins.
Anita
proudly call 'American.' But it is by skilled officials, is bending every which can he heard 30 miles. This
not for me to praise in words the energy 24 hours a day.
heats .Mr. Coolidge’s record by 30 ard. .366: Wooles. .352: Kenyon. .349; I batting of Pat French was a fea Dorge, Helen and Barbara. Smith,
baker, .333; McGowan. .326; Delaney, ture.
Doris Barter, Vira Rich, Barbara
man whom we honor tonight. No
The work is proceeding in accord miles.
Coombs. Ethel Pulk. Mrs. Florence
greater praise can come to one made ance with the final plans, hut here
Cousins. Isabelle Bridges and Mrs.
justly famous by his deeds and and there a change or improvement
told Mr. Coolidge that there is
Anyway the pessimist doesn’t en
NATIONAL POLITICS
Harry Smith
■words, than to hold as his own naturally suggests itself There is an
definite farm problem which must
rage
you
by
looking
on
the
bright
proud possession tire esteem and love enormous amount of concrete work
D
.iii | , i z~.
I ne
lie solved but not nee
necessarily by the
side
when
you
are
having
a
good
STUDY Of CROP LABOR
of two continents."
Republicans May Hold Con- MeNary-Haugen bin.
which does not show, for the reason time being a martyr.
Are the people being too much fed that it is below the surface, and i.lten,
ventinn In San Franriscn1 c Matt Kl'andon' editor and own Sixty-fivo To 109 Hour* Required To
veniion in aan rrancisco er of ..The >Sherldan (Wyo) Jour
up with Lindbergh? We think not extending to rock bottom.
Produce An Acre of Potatoes.
Contracts
have
been
let
for
tlie
two
nal’’ and Wyoming convention man
—Other Gossip.
Long has the front page thrown into
big kiln stacks, which will be so con
ager for President Coolidge in 192
A government study of crop lalior
our faces murder, divorce, scandal, structed that filterers can tie added
San Francisco, Calif., will hr- the added to the chorus that the Presi reveals that the corn belt, where
the movie artist, home run hitters and a waste heat plant installed
dent
has
made
a
“
big
hit
’
;
by
coming
scene of the Republican National
large machines are used on level I
Arrangements have been completed
beetle-brained prize fighters—one
convention next year W. H. Crocker, West, and the people understand he fields, can produce a bushel of corn
acted
in
the
interest
of
the
farmer
with
the
Central
Maine
Power
Com
got the impression that these were
National committeeman from Cali
witli about one-half hour of labor.
pany for the necessary power to op
fornia said Tuesday. After a con when he vetoed the farm bill. He Certain Southern states require 2.5
the things the world most delighted erate the plant, and with the Camden
reiterated
what
previous
visitors
ference with Charles D. Hilles, vice
hours.
to know about. This youth from the & Rockland Water Company for
chairman of the National committee. from his state have said about M
Tobacco usually requires more
Coolidge
being
the
choice
of
\Vy
water,
thus
two
local
corporations
west has shown us that it is a quite
'Crocker said only the flat veto of
labor per acre th.ifi any other major
• President
Coolidge
or
National oming Republicans for the 1928 nom
different thing to which men and are to derive rich benefits from the
crop in the United States. An acre
new industry
chairman William M. Butler would i nation.
of barley, yielding fiyfm 800 to 1,000
women prefer to yield the homage of
The Lawrence Portland Cement
prevent selection of tlie Pacific coast
pout ds. requires frtim 350 to 400
their hearts.
Company plans to markt* as much of
city. lie said a majority of the
Prominent Democrats in South hours of labor from planting to mar
its products as possible in this State
committee members have* said they Dakota are talking about Senator keting.
Eastern cotton averages,
“1 assume," said President Smith,
j favored San Francisco.
Janies A. Reed. Democrat. Missouri from 100 lo 125 hours of labor per
Doubtless here and there some cit
"that Maine will ise the policy that
Honest Prices
• • * »
as 1928 Presidential nominee. Gov acre, whereas 33 to 40 hours suffice
izen who has been, and desires to other States have adopted in the con
B..F. Myers, former Sta^| Secre Bulow. Judge Buell and B. W’orner in western Texas.
remain, a supporter of Rockland’s struction of concrete roads. Every
Careful Work
tary I of Agriculture, and generally Democratic State Commltteecnen,
it normally takes 65 to 100 hours
Community Chest failed to be other ‘State in the Union is doing
supnbsed to be ot,e of the kingpins have informed the United Press that to produce an acre of potatoes, in
this, and the question is whether
A Home Industry
reached by a canvasser during the Maine, with Its enormous mileage
of
Lowden boom in South Da the sentiment is strong for Reed the Pacific Northwest, wheat requires I
kota. called on President Coolidge even though he is wet. They said 0.3 hour of labor per acre; and, in
recent annual drive, if there have will make an appropriation for a cer
! Tuesday. As he was leaving the l,‘at the state delegation might he some of the southern states, 2 5
• • • •
occurred any such cases of over tain amount of concrete roads an
i executive offices he told newspaper for the Missourian next year. Roed hours.
nually.
sight, it should be borne in mind
men that South Dakota would sup- is considered a Western man and is
“How did you find business con
Mr. Coolidge and not Mr. Low- well known in So. Dakota while Gov
that the Chest needs the help of ev
Rockland Awning Co. Inc. 1 port
ditions in Europe.’" President Smith
elon for the 1928 Republican Presi- Al. Smith of New York, the other candidates who thus far have been
ery citizen, and as a community en was asked.
I dential nomination.
A seasoned prominent Democratic wet, Is not mentioned.
JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Mgr.
terprise in which everybody shares
"Improving. There is still much j
Up to this lime Reed has failed to
•campaigner, Myers owed his state very well known there
Arrangements have been made develop much support outside of his
contributions directly received with unemployment, but you do not see
position to former Gov. Carl Gun
Tel. 1072-M
Tel. 852-R
derson. leader of the Lowden move that if the South Dakota delegation home state of Missouri but the addlout the intermediary Avork of the the extreme poverty which followed
on the heels of the war.
469 Main Street. 18 Willow Street ment in this state, and lost it when does not go outright for Reed it may 1 linn of South Dakota Indicates a
convasser are highly helpful to the
"In England the concrete load pro
Gundo son was defeated last year by be pledged to Bulow who favors possibility of adding several West«
Lofrd of administration.
gram has been taken up. I inspected
Gov. W’. J. Bulow, Democrat. He Reed as against other prominent em states to his column.
Before me,

FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

4A
I
1U

They are finely woven in reed. All have Q
Q QI
spring cushions and are upholstered in 0 | l|u0|
tapestry. Only a few at this remarkable
price.

For a
Lazy
Retreat
This
Divan
Swing
$36.00
On a hot, lazy afternoon in summer you’ll find this
divan a comfortable retreat from the buzz and hurry
of your routine work. Grab a book and snatch a
few hours of perfect relaxation in the soft, sinking
springs of this swing.

General Herbert M. Lord
PUBLIC ADDRESS

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

FRIDAY, JULY 29

“The Nation’s Business

Awnings
TRUCK COVERS

TENTS

PORCH SHADES

New Mattresses

Baby
Carriage $24
Strong, to protect baby.
Gentle springs to rest
Baby. Light, easy to
handle to save your
strength. And smart
color and style, artillery
wheels, nickel fittings to
express your pride.

A night of perfect relax
ation is yours when you
sleep on this mattress.
Filled with the finest cot
ton obtainable.

$18.50]

Any Size

Every one guaranteed.
This mattress is covered
in heavy ACA ticking.

BURPEE
I'URNITURE CO.
I)O( KLa’SD----MAINE
......

SHOE SALE
NOW GOING ON AT McLAIN’S
LIGHT COLORED AND WHITE SHOES

GREATLY REDUCED
Our Loss Is Your Gain

$6.00 Shoes reduced to ................... $4.95 and $3.95
$£00 Shoes reduced to ................... $2.50 and $3.95
$3.50 Misses' Shoes reduced to.......................... $2.95
Novelty Shoes, broken sizes, Greatly Reduced

Don’t Wait—Get Them While We Have Your Size.

McLAIN SHOE STORE
WALKOVER SIGN

ROCKLAND

432 MAIN STREET

EXHIBITION OF

Paintings, Water Colors and Etchings
FREDERICK £ DETWILLER
American Landscapes and Marines, including Maine Coast and
Lafayette National Park"

CAMDEN YACHT CLUB
JULY 13-AUGUST 10
82-83-84-86-89*92

SAWYER & SIMMONS
UNDERTAKERS
THOMASTON and WARREN
Succeeding Stanley R. Cushing
Thomaston Tel. 212-3. Warren Tel. 14-13
81-tf

J

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 26, 1927’

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORING EVENTS
July 29—Gen. H. M. Lord speaks at High
School Building under auspices of Chamber
of Commerce.
July 31—Wiscasset Tabernacle summer
meetings for two weeks.
Aug. 4—Unlversallst fancy work sale at
B. P. W. room.
•
Aug. fl—Concert benefit proposed Com
munity Club House.
Aug. 9—O. E. S. field day association at
Glencove.
Aug. 10—Horse racing at Knox Trotting
Park.

Aug
10—Midsummer Fair at Baptist
Church, Rockport.
Aug. 11—'Midsummer church fair at Owl’s
Head village.
Aug. 16-18—Xew Belfast Fair.
Aug. 18—Joint outing—Rockland and Gar* diner Forty Clubs.
Aug. 23-27- Bangor Fair *
Aug. 20—New England Kent’s Hill reunion
at South Thomaston.
Aug. 22—Pilgrim Choir concert at Congre
gational Church.
Aug. 27—Annual muster of Maine State
Hand Engine League in Bangor.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1—Ellsworth Fair.
Aug. 30-Sept. 2—Waterville Fair.
Aug. 31—Annual meeting of Maine ThreeQuarter Century Club In Portland.
Sept. 5-7—Bluelilll Fair.
Sept. 5-8—Lewiston State Fair.
Sept. 13-15—Monroe Fair.
Sept. 27-29—North Knox Fair, Union.
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair, Damaris
cotta.
Oct. 11-13—Topsham Fair.
Oct. 18—Special State election on primary
law.
FAMILY REUNIONS

Aug. 4—Ingraham family, renohscot View
Grange hall, Glencove.
Aug. 10—Descendants of Ebenezer Hall,
Penobecot View Grange hall, Glencove.

PICTURE EXHIBIT

Fuller- Cobb-Davi s
July Clearapc^> Salp

ii

DRESSES
“Queen Make”
Porch Dresses

Balance of our stock re
duced to one-half price.
Silk Dresses

Silk Dresses

in Yo-san, Crepe, Rajah
and Georgette.
Values to $29.50
Reduced to

$15.00

In Yo-san, Rajah, Crepe

and Georgette.
Values to $15.00
Reduced to

$10.00

Mail and phone orders
given our prompt atten
tion as long as these
dresses last.

pre out.
A COMING CABARET

CAMDEN CONCERT

News was received here yesterday Crescent Beach Is To Have a Novel
Tonight Noted Artists Will
Social Event the Night of Aug. 1
of the death of Everett A. Jones,
former Rockland city treasurer.
-Sing For Benefit of Com
-Next Monday evening Aug. 1 at
The sidewalk flags should be dis Crescent Beach Inn I’avll.jn there
munity Hospital.
played July 27 in honor of the vis will be staged a cabaret for the ben
efit of the Improvement Association.
iting Shriners is the word from the*
Undoubtedly many Rockland mu
The performance will be managed by
Chamber of Commerce.
Edward E. Wendell and Edward M. sic lovers will avail themselves Qf the
Dart, who are to be assisted by privilege to attend the concert to be
The Pilgrim Choir will give a con
many of the- younger set of the given in the Opera House at Camden
cert in the Congregational Church
this Tuesday evening at 8.15 o'clock
Beach.
1
Aug. 22. Louise Bickford Sylvester,
The cabaret will open at 8.30 p. m. for the benefit of the new Commun
soloist, will be the special attrac with music; the appearance of the ity Hospital. The artists for the
tion.
artists and dancing is scheduled to concert are to be Madame Elsa Alsen,
begin at 9 o’clock. Inside the pavil prima donna of the Chicago Civic
Literally speaking George Lewis ion are to be reserved tables which Opera Co., and Frank Bibb who is
is “not on the water wagon now.’’ ean be secured from the managers. recognized as one of the most bril
While attending to his duties on the In addition, there are to be many liant artist accompanists that has
sprinkling cart yesterday one of his unreserved tables on tho piazza and ever appeared upon the concert
feet became entangeld in his over in adjoining rooms, all of which are stage. Mme. Alsen and Mr. Bibb are
alls, and he fell from the cart, sprain to be served with sandwiches, punch, members of Camden’s summer col
ing his right ankle.
ice cream, and candy by gypsy ony. and upon learning that a fund
was being raised for the purpose of
waitresses.
The State highway crew which is
The affair, sponsored by the people creating and endowing a community
to build a new highway between of the Beach, has as patronesses: hospital in Camden, both volunteered
Rockland and Rockport, arrived Miss Kate T. Wendell, Mrs. Willard to put on a concert to assist this
yesterday and is setting the stage C. Dart, Mrs. Eugene M. O'Neil. Mrs. worthy cause, and as a re-suit those
for a vigorous campaign of road Ralph W. Wlggin, Mrs. Edward J. who attend will hear a program of
building. The crusher and stone bins Hellier and Mrs. John Z. Dull and music that Is seldom heard outside
will be located in the Gregory shed. Mrs. A. A. Fales representing the of the large cities of the world.
Mr. Bibb as artist accompanist
Improvement Association.
All children attending the free
Further announcements will ap and voice teacher has toured with
many
of the world's famous artists.
show at the Empire Theatre tomor pear. in addition to announcing the
row’ afternoon must be at the Chil cabaret artists. Popular prices will He has made- an exhaustive study
dren’s Playground at quarter before prevail at the season's most interest of the voice for more than twelve
years. He is now entering on his
tw’o, rain or shine, and go in a body ing charity affair.
seventh year as leading voice teacher
to the theatre. The free jitney bars
Special business is on at the meet at the Peabody Institute at Balti
will be given out before the start.
ing of Local Union 1066 to be held more. In New York City he has a
large class of artist-pupils, and also
The celebrated movie ball is sched tonight.
appehrs in concert himself.
uled to take place at Oakland Park
Mme. Alsen was born in Russian
Harold Bates is substituting as
.m the night of Aug. 11. Cameramen
will be on hand to “shoot” the pianist at Empire Theatre while Miss Poland, of a Norwegian father and
dancers, and from the result of their Marion Starrett is having a week's a French mother. She is a striking
ly handsome woman, and is said to
films will bo selected 12 ladies who vacation.
be one of the- greatest of Wagnerian
will have an opportunity of trying
singers before tlie public today, al
out for the movies. Further particuA new fire escape has been added though having an extensive reper
la rs will appear from time to time.
to the telephone office, placed on the toire of other operatic works, sing
eastern side and giving the central
The many Rockland friends of office corps on the second floor a ing in German, French, Italian and
In addition to her reJoseph Thurston of Union are mucha ppreciated degree of protec English.
re-markable voice? she is a wonder
grieved at his death which occurred tion from fire menace.
■“ ful actress, anti holds her audiences
yesterday as the result of Ills being
enthralled wherever she appears,
struck by an automobile in front of
At the Samoset last Friday evening whether in opera or concert.
his home, several days ago. Mr.
Thurston was a member of the well Miss Louise Hunter of the Metro
known firm /if Thurston Bros., cas politan Opera Co. gave a recital be
Lloyd Clark, florist, has bought
fore an audience made up of the the Mather greenhouse, corner of
ket manufacturers.
guests of the hotel. The -proceeds Pleasant and Purchase streets, which
John Ellis Sedman, C. 8., of Cam were $473.50, which sum was brought he lias been leasing for some time.
bridge. Mass., is to deliver a lecture to President Kimball as a gift to Repairs will be made.
on Christian Science in this city the Knox County General Hospital.
Sunday afternoon, July 31, and the
The wharf at Northport was bad
public is invited to attend. Mr. Sed
ly wrecked yesterday morning by
SAVING DRY LAW
man is a member of the board of
tlie steamer Belfast in landing. While
lectureship of the Mother Church,
not actually striking the dock the
Senator Borah of Idaho in the cur big ship scrubbed it across the end
the First Church of Christ Scientist
in Boston. The lecture takes place rent Christian Advocate declares and as a result wharf and .buildings
at 3 o’clock at the church at the that the Eighteenth Amendment will | are out of commission, at least for
corner of Cedar and
Brewster become “fossilized" unless a great ' the present. Rebuilding is probpolitical party makes an issue of its I lematical depending upon the action
streets.
enforcement.
■ nf the adjusters. There was a thick
“There are those in both parties I fog and stiff tide running at the time
Normal human blood is too thick to be
who
are
against
the
eighteenth
of the accident. The steamer was
drawn through the mosquitoes small
“Unless the [’unscratched. Northport business will
piercing tube. They must first inject amendment,”he said.
a thinning fluid. In that way disease party throws the pledge and the ! lie handled via Belfast.
____
germs are set afloat in the blood prestige of the party behind its en
stream—bacteria of burning fever forcement, there will always be this 1 W. E. Morgan who Is now located
and crippling disease. There is also balancing of the pros and cons, the J in Hartford. Conn., in the interests
the danger of streptococcic Infection wets and drys, -and enforcement will of J. McCormick Ross & Co., writes
be as it is now in many localities, a
(blood poisoning) from scratching
mere skirmishing between the lines. home interesting details of the Llndthe bite. Mosxiultoes must be killed.
“I venture the opinion that unless l liergli celebration in that city July
Health authorities advocate Fly-Tox the upholding and enforcement of I 20. Mr. Morgan in addition to view
Wimple instructions on each bottle
the 18th amendment in view of its ing the air stunts and parade,
(blue label) for killing ALL,house open persistent challenge, can call through the courtesy of an official
hold Insects. -Insist on Fly-Tox. to its support a great political party, of the company had a gallery seit
Fly-Tox is easy to use. Safe, stain the 18th amendment will continue in the ballroom of the Hartford Club
less, fragrant, sure.—adv.
more and more to be disregarded where the banquet was tendered
until, as one of its shrewd adversar j “Lindy.” Nine hundred people were
The handsome awnings of the ies has declared, it becomes "fossil present at the banquet, and speeches
were made by the Governor, acting
Eastern Real Estate Co.'s first house ized and futile.’ ’’
[ Mayor gnd "Lindy” himself. A fea
a: Stover Heights, the Home Meth
ture of the parade was thousands of
od Lunch installation, awnings and
The monthly Dollar Sale of E. B. children with gaily colored bal
curtains for J. N. Southard, the H.
H. Stover house on Limerock street, Hastings & Co. will be the last three loons. Mr. Morgan was greatly im
the James Welch store, Wilfred days of this week. Read the ad pressed by "Lindy's" youthfulness,
Clark cottage, and the "Shine'' par- vertisement in this paper and see the this trait being more pronounced
lore between W. H. Spear’s and windows of the store, showing the even by a first hand view than
Benter Crane Company are recent wonderful bargains to be found at through the medium of newspaper
cuts, photographs, etc.
Installations by the Rockland Awn these sales.—adv.
ing Co. The Confidential Loan Co.
and the Vogue were omitted from
the earlier list of installations. New
awnings for the Farmers' Trading
Co.. V. F. Studley Inc., and the sec
ond new bungalow of the Eastern
FRANK S. REED’S
Real Estate Co. are now being made.
A raft of hammock tops have- been
pu' out h y the company and a num
ber of waterproof truck covers in
cluding Carrol Cole, Medomak Can
ning Co.. Stonington Furniture Co.,
R. H. Gould and others.

STOP! LOOK!

Girls’ Coats in our Bargain Base
ment, beauties, ages 4 to 7 and 8 to
16, at $5.00 and $7'.5O. Fuller-CobbDavis.
88-89

LISTEN!

WILL BE AT EAST UNION

SATURDAY EVENING, JULY 30
MAINE’S GREATEST DANCE BAND

Tel. 1060-W
Weymouth-Wilson Co.

DIED

Admission—Gents 50c; Ladies 25c
89-90

TILLSON WHARF
82-tf

Wooster—-Rockland, at Britt Mate-ntty
Home. .Inly 22, to Mr. and Mrs. Oavid A
Wooster of North Haven, a daughter— Ellen
Mae.
Ames—Rockland, July 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin B. Ames, a son—'Maurice Eduard.

Lawry-Banks—Vtnnlhavra, July 16, by
Rev. A. C. Henderson, Arthur baivry and .
Evelyn Banks of Stonington.

DON’T FAIL TO HEAR THEM

The first half of our business year is drawing to a close. All odd lots have
been marked down for immediate clearance. The savings on summer
goods are particularly large.

Dress Clearance
Reg. Price

Whitney—Bucksport, June 12, William E
Whitney, formerly of Thomaston.
i
Maddock*—Owl’s Head, July 25, Francis

B. Maddoclu, aged 67 yearn.

Sale

$8.50
4.98
19.50
19.50
10.98
7.50
5.00
3.98

15 Printed Georgette Dresses, 14 to 40 ......... $14.95
One lot Honan Pongee Dresses, 16 to 20
1 Navy Suit, size 18,
35.00
I Navy Suit, size 20,
29.75
8 Flannel Suits, sizes 14 to 20,
14.95
II Kasha Suits, sizes 14 to 20,
9.50
10 Blazer Coats, sizes 14 to 20,
8.50
14 Black and White Voile Dresses, sizes 36 to 44, 4.98

CANDLEWICK

SPREADS
Hand

made

South

in

Carolina. Full bed size.

These are spreads you

would

expect

to

pay

$4 50 to $5.59 for.

$2.98
Colors Rose, Blue, Lav

ender, Green, White.

HATS
Childrens Straw
Hats
Were $2.98, $3.98 ,

Ccat Clearance
BLACK SATIN COATS TO CLOSE

$1.00 each
Misses’ Felt
Hats
One special lot

$1.00 each
Ladies’ Summer
Hats
All reduced for final
clearance

$17.50
39.00
49.50

Three Coats, were................... ................................. $24.50
Two Coats, were............................ .......... ................ 59.00
Two Coats, were....................................................... 69.50

U. S. ARMY
BLANKETS
All Wool Khaki.

Class B.

Regular $3.75.

This lot

SPORT COATS AND DRESS COATS
Our complete stock marked One-quarter to One-half Off. , This lot
includes regulars and stouts. One rack Children’s Coats 25% Off.

$2.50

MEN!
Athletic Union Suits
Here is a selling event of interest to you. Ninety-six dozen Ath

letic Union Suits, regularly $1.00 and $1.50. For this sale—

This purchase direct from a Pennsylvania mill was made for this sale and
represents odd lots the mill had on hand. All sizes, all Firsts with labels.
The materials include Fancy Madras, Jacquard Stripe Crepe, Fancy Mesh and
Silk Stripe'Pongee.

The State convention of Maine's
clerks of courts will be held in this
city tomorrow. The program ur- J,
ranged by Milton M. Griffin, the lo
cal clerk, calls for a business meet
ing at the Court House at 9 n. m.,
lunch at Mr. Griffin's home at 12.
a sightseeing auto trip at 1 and a
clam and lobster bake at Spruce
Head at 6 .

A vivid description of the horrors
of the Mississippi flood disaster was
brought to the Forty Club yesterday
by William A. Harris of Washington.
D. C., executive ip charge of the New
England. New York and New Jersey
area. Mr. Harris was with the
Hoover expedition and was in per
sonal charge of the famous Green
ville sector, the largest city in
volved. His experiences brought a
new realization to the members of
the great menace of the rivers and
recalled to their minds the comment
by Senator John O. Nelson at the
Rotary-Forty Club banquet that the
harnessing of the great river was
America’s most vital present day
problem. Sixty-three members and
guests enjoyed the talk and the ex
cellent chicken ‘dinner. August 18
was named as the date of the joint
meeting of the Rockland and Gardi
ner Forty Clubs end next Monday
was set aside as a private business
session.

>s

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday

The midsummer race at Knox
Trotting Park. Aug. 10 promises to
lie a lively affair. Earle Ludwick
wil laet as Istarter and the four
classes wili be evenly matched.
Buster Richardson of Waterville
will bring over a string of steppers
and Bangor, Belfast, Waldoboro,
Lewiston and Boston will also be
represented.

MARRIED

BIG SPECIAL ATTRACTION

=

The heroism of a Rockland Girl
Scout prevented a bad fire at 45 Mc
Loud street Friday night. The girl
is Marjorie Taylor and she is a
daughter of Mrs. George Jackson
who occupies the imuse in question.
The little boy who had been playing
alone in the upper story, ran down
stairs crying and told his sister that
he had set the curtains afire. Dis
regarding personal danger Marjorie
ran up stairs and working desper
ately managed to extinguish the
flames which had already burned
part of the curtains, draperies and a
trunk cover, as well as part of her
beloved
Seoul
uniform.
When
asked why she took such chances, the
girl modestly replied: “That's the
way my scoutmaster taught me."
Marjorie is a member of Forget-menot troop of the Baptist Church.

BORN

Or Fishing Parties
35 ft. Auxiliary Sloop

An- exhibition of paintings of any
sort is a rare event in these parts
and when they happen to be the work
of such a distinguished landscape
artist as Frederick Detwiller it is a
privilege indeed.
The Camden Yacht Club makes a
happy setting for this interesting
group of oil paintings, water colors
and etchings. Many of the oil paint
ings are of subjects nearby—Cam
den, Thomaston and Bar Harbor fig
ure frequently. Other parts of New
England's coast are represented and
also some of New York City.
The impression made upon The
Courier-Gazette reporter by the
Maine paintings was their profound
and thoughtful power. The coloring
at first seems sombre, almost threat
ening, but as one after the other of
the pictures Is seen a luminous qual
ity makes itself felt, even in the
rather dark interior of the elub
house. James Britton the critic hasaid of Mr. Detwiller:
"The personal quality in his work
is particularly in his color. It is un
like any color painted by anyone. Of
course he finds the spring for it in
nature. Certainly an artist is dis
tinguished who finds in nature a kind
of beauty that no one else has found.”
Among the oils there were several
canvasses that impressed the report
er by their thoughtful or "intellectu
al" handling. “The Covered Bridge”
is a wonderful study of an apparent
ly placid river yet moving and swirl
ing below the clumsy, quaint old
bridge such as is seen in Norridge
wock. The sky and bare trees seem
akin to the river, live and potent yet
quiet. “Moon Showers” and "Treason
Hill” have even more of a dramatic
quality. Bar Harbor with its leaden
water and bold rocks against a cold
lowering evening sky is a splendid
marine.
“Riverside Terrace" is very fine
and “Moonlit Towers” (a study of
Provincetown, Mass., at night) is a
wonderfully fine piece of coloring and
composition.
Among the smaller oils “Fog"
stands out. There is a fine harmony
between the two figures and a group
of wind-blown fir trees interwoven
and bound by the fog. simply and
feelingly expressed.
“Ice Fishing"
and "Fish Market” are very charm
ing.
In his watercolors Mr. Detwiller
displays more brilliant color. "Mouse
Island," "Winter," "Moonlit Ruins”
and “Dreamland” (Megunticook) all
express a free and bold use of this
most difficult and subtle medium.
His etchings and aquatints include
some of his famous war series, al
ready mentioned in these columns.
The masterful drawing shown In the
aquatints “Wooden Ships” is a de
light.
The exhibition will remain on view
unil Aug. 10. including Sundays. Al
ready a distinguished list of names
is registered in the guest books of
the club.
Everyone should avail
themselves of this opportunity to see
such work as is exhibited on Fifth
Avenue in the fall and winter.

Some men are constantly trying
to lower the record for meanness.

PIONEER GRANGE PAVILION
FOR SAILING

Our Reporter Charmed By
Fred’k Detwiller’s Work
Shown In Camden.

The summer-fall telephone books

Don’t forget tfiat tomorrow’s ball
game starts at 2.30.
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DRESS GOODS

LINENS

HOSIERY, ETC.

Genuine Normandy Voile and
Fascination Voile, yd.
29c
All this season’s patterns. All new
goods. Regularly 48c
A heavy $2 Washable Flat
Crepe,
$1.59
Colors: Black, Brown, Cocoa, Pur
ple, Tan, Peach, Pink
Fashion in fall colors point heavily
to Black
Striped Washable Silk BroadCloth, $1.59,
..$1.29
Silk and Cotton Sport Material,
98c,
79c
Two End Crepes (silk and cot
ton), 89c,
69c
Two End Crepes (silk and cot
ton), 45c,
29c
54 in. Wool Stripes for sport
wear, $2.98,
1.98
Wool Jerseys, $1.59,
1.39

Pure Linen Damask Cloth,
double hemstitched, 55x70,
$4.00 value,
$2.25
Pure Linen Hand Emb. Lunch
eon Sets, 36x36 cloth, and 4
napkins, $3.00 value
1.98
54x54 Pure Linen Luncheon
Cloth, gold or blue, $1.98
value,
1.59
54 in. Linen Squares with col
ored borders, latest fad mak
ing dresses of these. Spe
cial at
1.59

50 doz. Boys’ and Girls’ Golf
Hose, irregulars of a 50c
number, 3 for
1.00
This is a dandy value and wlil be
taken early
Our regular 89c Silk and Ray
on, all the good colors,
69c
20 doz. Petal Bloomers (flat
lock seam),
.1.00
Union Mills Step-ins, regular
price $1.29,
89c

BATHING SUITS
Children’s All Wool, 28 to 36 1.00
Ladies’ all wool, 36 and 38 1.50
5 Bradley Suits, reg. $5 and
“ $6.,
3.98

SCARFS
Chiffon Scarfs, hand painted $1.00
Our entire stock of $2.98 Scarfs
crepe de chine or chiffon, 1.98

DOMESTICS
A Special Crinkle Spread, full
size,
$1.59
Percales and Ginghams,
12%c
One lot Ginghams,
10c
Palmer's Mosquito Netting, AA
fine mesh, reg. $1.75; 8 yds 1.00
Tick Covered Feather Pillows,

pair,

2.00

TOILET GOODS
„
Reg. Sale
Three Flowers Talcum, 25c,
19c
Djer Kiss Talcum, 35c,
25c
Ponds Face Creams, 35c,
25c
Joincaire Premet Face Powder
50c,
25c
Joincaire Vivette Face Powder
and Cream, 1.50,
1.00
Listerine Tooth Paste, 25c,
19c
Cotys Perfume, the 3.50 Flagon
in Spanish case L'Origan,
Paris or Chypre,
2.75
Armands Cold Cream Powder,
$1.00,
79c

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
UNIQUE ACTION

Thomaston Property Seized
In Connection With the
Starrett Award.
Unique legal action was taken in
Thomaston yesterday when the C.
A. Creighton homestead was seized
on an execution in favor of George
II. Starrett, amounting to $3,255.55.
Mr. Starrett, it will be remembered
brought suit against the town for
damages sustained when the Creek
bridge was rebuilt and the grade so
raised that his store was difficult of
access. The jury awarded hint a ver
dict in the above named sum.
The town sought an injunct kin
against the enforcement of tlie exe
cution, Mr Creighton laving one of
the signers The petition was dis

missed by Associate Justice Philbrook
Yesterday’s action was brought
under the statute providing that the
property of an Individual may be
taken to satisfy an unpaid judgment
against the town. Mr. Creighton in
turn would seek redress from the
town

Eddie Conway, the popular Maine
Coast League referee visited his
home in I^wiston Sunday. Eddie
has.been wearing the mask 27 years,
and nobody can Jo that who has not
been giving satisfaction. Eddie is
also an old polo referee, and calls It
one of the best sports lie knows.
Home cooked food on sale every
Wednesday and Saturday at B.P.W.
dull, 449 Main street, bread, rolls,
cakes brownies, pies, pastry, beans,
cottage cheese, fudge, etc. Orders
solicited. Tel. 913-J.—adv. &S-99

OWL’S HEAD INN
M. V. TRU3COTT, Prop.

SHORE DINNER $2.00
SPECIAL CHICKEN DINNER
Clam Chowdar
Lobster Stew
$1.25
Steamed Clams, Drawn Butter
Chicken Soup
One-half Lobster
Roast Chicken, Dressing
French Fried Potatoes
Tomato and Cucumber Salad
Cucumbers
New Peas
Tomato Salad, Russian Dressing Mashed Potatoes
New Beets
Celery
Haddock Fried in Batter
Cranberry Sauce
Naw Beets
New Peas
Blueberry Pie
Dessert
Strawberry Shortcake
Apple Pie
Blueberry Pie
Ice Cream
Tea
Coffee
Tea
Coffee
Ice Cream
LIGHT LUNCHES
TEA ROOM
CHICKEN AND WAFFLES
TEA
COFFEE
ICE CREAM
TONICS

89-90

Every-Other-Day 1
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APPLETON RIDGE

SOUTH THOMASTON

Faustina Brown is taking piano
lessons of Mrs. Margie Robbins in
Hope.
.
j
Harold Brown is visiting his moth
er in Belfast.
Mrs. Ethel Towle- was the guest
Thursday of Mrs. Elizabeth Gushee.
&cc/i/an</, oS&atneMr. and Mrs. Will Toby and
daughter Maxine of Augusta arc
guests of his sisters Mrs. Gertrude
and Ethel Moody.
announce Me
XI. Xl. Brown has sold some lumber
to Warren parties and CHfcrles Grif
fin is hauling It.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl. Miss
St/tinua/S^ct/c cf dM'rne ^uri
Dorothy Fuller, Mrs. Julia Morse.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley, Mrs. Blanche
Brown and Mrs. Ethel Towle- were In
Rockland Friday.
Q\entnef
nne/
"it
Recent callers of Mr. and Mrs. M.
M. Brown were Mrs. Helena Fisher
of Boston. Albert Vose of Searsmont
89-tr
Mr. and Mrs, Earl Millay and five
children of
Liberty, Mrs. Marion
Carleton and two children of South
Union, and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Brown of North Vassalhoro. Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Ames. Miss Adna Pit
WALDOBORO
VINALHAVEN
man and Miss Lile Ripley of this
Mrs. Alice S. Clark of Somerville, place.
The following party spent the past
Mrs. Hazle Perry and son Robert
week at Rounfipond log cabin; Mass., la the guest of Mrs. J. W.
and daughter Marie spent the week
Miss Doris Fifield. Mis. Rebecca Pat Sanborn.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Tucker have end with her sister, Mrs. Lillian
terson, Misses Ruth Smith, Ruth
Morang in Augusta.
Ross, Helen Carlon. Dorothy Cassie. returned to Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Weston were in
Priscilla Smith and Ellen Wareham.
Portland last week.
ST. GEORGE
Mrs. S. H. Reed of Thomaston and
Until Aug. 6 we will allow $1.50 for your old iron
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Pickford of
son Averll, returned home Saturday Pleasantville. N. Y.. and Major and
Mrs. Lydia Caddy, Mrs. Elsie
towards the purchase of either the famous Wrinklehaving been guests of her mother, Mrs. Harry M. Smith of Bangor were Thomas, Mrs. H. L. Ewell and Mrs.
Mrs. C. E. Smith.
proof or Hotpoint.
recent guests of Mrs. Helena, M. J. C. Robinson were recently enter
tained at Wan-e-set Inn by Miss
Miss Winona Whitemore of North Smith.
Haven was a recent guest of Miss
Miss Anne Ashworth has returned Emma Gilchrist.
Mrs. Henry P. Caddy and daughter
from Pemaquid. where she has been
Phyllis Black.
Arllne of Cambridge, Mass., and
Miss Evelyn Banks of Stonington the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Stanley
mother Mrs. Powers of Bath, are
The regular price of these nationally advertised irons
and Arthur Lawry were united in Elliott.
Carroll Bond of New York, who is spending a few days here, guests
marriage July 16. at the parsonage,
is $6.00 but with our annual summer offer of allow
visiting his mother in Jefferson, was of Mrs. Lydia Caddy.
by Rev. A. G. Henderson.
Mr. and Ms. Root and children of
ing $1.50 for your old iron you can—for a few days
the guoKt of his brother, A F. Bond,
Mrs. John Parry and Mrs. Gladys
Washington, D. C., and Maurice Hall
last week.
only—get this iron at the special price of $4.50 and
Parry Richards and son Morgan of
Mrs. Marguerite Former has re and mother. Mrs. Jennie Hall we- e
Utica, N. Y., who have been at turned to Worcester, Mass.
recent guests of their uncle E. T.
your old iron.
Bridgeside, left Friday for their re
Mr. and Mrs. George Furbush and Hall.
Miss Evelyn Hyler of Matinicus
turn home.
daughter. Eleanor of Waterville are
Bring in your old iron (any kind or condition) and save $1.50.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Roberts of visitors at A. I. Moody’s.
Rock is the guest of Miss Ina
Philadelphia arrived Saturday.
Fred P. Trott of the Treasury De Kinney.
Misses
Marion
Lyford
and partment. Washington. D. C.. Mrs.
The Larkin Club spent Friday
Gertrude Vinal are at North Haven Trott and two daughters, were in evening with Mrs. Lizzie Fuller. A
for the remainder cf the season.
picnic lunch was served and all re
town last week.
Miss Joyce Wright has been at
Mrs. Dominic Fossa has returned port a fine time.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tyler were
the home of her parents the past few from the Knox Hospital. Rockland.
guests
at
Mrs.
Elsie
days, accompanied by her friend.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Mott of Sunday
Miss Alice Des'nc- of Lewiston Worcester. Mass., have be»?n guests Thomas.'
at any of
our stores
They have gone ■
Thomaston of Rev. and Mrs. H. O. Megert.
where they have emploj.nent.
Mrs. I. S. Bailey went to Keene.
OWL’S HEAD
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Charles Johnson of N. H. Friday returning Sunday with
The annual church fair of the vil
Boston are spending a week at Mrs. Mr. Bailey, who motored from Buf lage church will be held Aug. 11 if
Johnson's former home, the T. E. falo. N. Y.
fair, if not the- first good day, in
Libby residence.
They passed a
Mr. and Mrs. James Stafford and the afternoon on the Borgerson lawn
week in Brownville and also visited daughter, who have been at Hiram as last year. There will be Ice cream,
Bar Harbor.
Black’s have returned to New York. hot dogs, galore, aprons for all sizes
Mrs. Lora Hardison entertained the
Captain John Bradford, who has of women, cooked food for the old
iWashington Club Friday at the Wig been in Bermuda and Boston sever bachelors, flowers for the ladies,
wam. Shore Acres.
al months, returned Saturday.*
candy for the kids. Come one, come
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce White and
Miss Laura Whitcomb spent the all and help a good cause.
Have you noticed the crushed stone walks and
children will return Monday from an weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Ada Corthell returned from her
auto trip through eastern Maine to Mrs. E. M. Whitcomb.
vacation Saturday.
Miss Margaret Ashworth went to
driveways around town ? Screened size stone de
the Thousand Islands, and also about
Nellie Reed and Lucy Sleeper
Freeport Sunday and left there Mon spent Saturday in town.
the Kennebec.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Swan of day with a. party of friends for a
Rev. Mr. Frohock and family from
livered at your door.
Crow Point, Hingham, arrived Sat motor trip over the Mohawk trail to Milo are occupying the Dyer cottage
urday for a week's ptay at Camp Niagara Falls.
for a month.
Miss Marjorie Hodgkins of Port
Alyosca, guests of Mr. and Mrs. O.
Price $2.25 per ton in city limits.
Mrs. Charlie Brown and children
land Is visiting her aunt, Mrs. of Sharon have returned‘home after
C. Lane.
Charles H. Leach.
Misses
Mary
Mcrong
and
Gertrude
visiting at Ivan Merriam's.
Other points in County based on mileage.
The library is indebted to Mfss
Noyes returned home to Rockport
Dr. Adams is having an artesian
Edna
M.
Young
for
a
gift
of
’
’
The
Saturday. The latter was a guest of
well drilled.
Hermit
of
Far
End
”
by
Margaret
Miss Alegra Ingerson and the former
Robert Carr of Kittery substituted
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter visited her grandmother, Mrs. T. E. Pedlar and to Mrs. George Noyes for at Owl's Head Lighthouse while
a
gift
of
Charles
A.
Seltzer's
“
West.
”
Libby and relatives.
Capt. Holt was on a vacation which
Osteopathic Physician
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hamlin who If any friend of the library has a he spent in Bar Harbor and Port
CEMENT, SAND AND BUILDING SUPPLIES
Graduate of American School of
copy
of
“
Rebecca
of
Sunnybrook
land. Capt. Carr is now at Rockland
have been at Mrs. Mary L. Arey’s,
Osteopathy
left Friday for their return to West Farm” to donate it would bo very Breakwater.
TELEPHONE 428
ROCKLAND, MAINE
acceptable
to
the
patrdns.
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Merriam and
Roxbury, Mass.
children visited Bar Harbor recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Adams Griffin of
38 Summer Street
Rockiand
'Most
of
the
big
jobs
are
held
by
Margaret Borgerson who has been
Summit, N. J., and daughter Miss
Doris Griffin, are guests at Mrs. men who couldn’t even name three very sick is now improving.
naughty
magazines.
Elizabeth Scammon is nursing a
Mary L. Arey’s.
bad cold.
Charles and John Chilles, A. S.
Mrs. E. H. St. Clair Is keeping
Greene, Herbert Patrick, Ned Kit
hohse for Capt. Holt at the Light
tredge, Bylle Lyford and Kpnneth
house.
Amiro were among those who were
Paul Merriam has returned from
in Rockland Saturday.
a two weeks' outing at Rackliff Is
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert who,
land, Spruce Head, with a crowd of
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
boy scouts.
Almon Miller left Saturday for their
Dan Countl has a room at Emery
return to New York. Miss Bertha
H. St. Clair's.
accompanied them to Rockland.
Praises
Lydia
E.
Pinkham
’
s
Vegetable
Both work and pleasure, any kind from a Toy Boat to a hundred feet long. A
Mrs. Beulah Munn and sons Fran
Mrs.
William
Lawry
(May
Compound Because It Gave Her
cis Jr., and Harold returned Monday
dandy cruiser cabin finished in mahogany, a wonderful boat. Come to the Public
Wooster) is at Knox Hospital for
to Haddonfield after visiting her
Health and Strength
treatment.
Landing and look them over. If you eve r intend owning a boat don’t let these slip
father here for several months.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gaul and sons
In a sunny pasture in Oklahoma,
Ross Perry from Boston was here
by. Their speed range anywhere from 6 to 45 miles per hour.
Douglass and Ronald of Barre, Vt.,
a herd of sleek cows was grazing. recently.
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
They made a
Mrs. S.ieldon Plaisted and family
James Christie.
pretty picture. are at the Plaisted cottage.
Norman Balcon of Lynnfield, Mass,
But the thin
Florence Plaisted is in Boston for
is spending the summer with his
woman in the a short stay.
_
<
grandmother, Mrs. W. P. Greenlaw.
blue checked
Mrs. Mary Daniels and sister. Miss
apron sighed as
CLARK ISLAND
Teresa McKenna of Medford. Mass.,
she looked at
Miss Mary Maker and sister Selma
Homes to live in, business properties for investment. We have them most any
are at the home of their uncle, O. P.
them. She was
Lyons for the month of August.
tired of cows, Blom berg went to Rockland to have
size and location. If interested jump into your buzz wagon, come down and talk it
tired of her tedi Elmer Carlson’s car fixed up. On
Mr. and Mrs. R. Mont Arey of New
ous work in the their return they were accompanied
over. Remember, our method is d fferent
York are expected to spend a part
dairy. She was by their sister Harriett Maker and
of August with relatives in town.
tired of cooking Eva Pearson.
Miss Ethel Pulk has gone to Isle
for a houseful of
Misses Mary Maker and Minnie
au Haut where she will be the guest
of her aunt, Mrs. Samuel Rich, for boarders, besides caring for her Comswell went to Rockland on busi
own
family.
The
burdens
of
life
the summer.
ness one day last week.
Frank Johnson has a gasoline tank
'Walter and John Pendleton arrived seemed too heavy for her failing
health.
She
had
lost
confidence
in
Saturday at Rock Cottage.
installed on his place.
herself.
Mrs. Charles Comswell is very
The Vinalhaven Dramatic Club's
One day she began taking Lydia
annual picnic was held Saturday at E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound much improved in health. Dr. Foss
Camp Alyosca. For entertainment and her general health began to im of Rockland is attending her. Her
the 3-act comedy "Capt. Rackett”
prove. She took it faithfully. Now many friends will be glad to see her
was given. Specialties included a she can do her work without any around again.
"Telephone Dialogue” by Cora Peter trouble, sleeps well and is no longer
STATE OF MAINE
son and Florence Guilford. The au blue and tired.
Knox, ss.
July 23, 1927.
Taken
this
twenty-third day of July. A. D .
dience Included all the campers at
This woman. Mrs. Cora Short, R.
on execution dated July 6. A.| D., 1927,
Shores Acres. A delightful enter
R. 9, Box 387, Oklahoma City, Okla., 19-1*,
i. sued on a judgment rende.ed by the Judge
tainment was voiced by all and the writes: "Everybody now says: 'Mrs. of the Police Court for the City of Rockland,
Short, what are you doing to your in said founty of Knox, at the Term thereof
applause was most hearty. The sup
self?’ I weigh 135 and my weight begun and he.d on the first Tuesday of Ju.y,
per proved to be a feast.
D., 1927, to wit: on the fifth day of July.
before I took it was 115. I have A.
Mention of the Church Vacation
A. I). 192?, iti favor of the Inhabitants of
taken
seven
bottles
of
the
Vegetable
the town of Thomaston 1n said Goirnty of
School graduation will be made in
Compound.”
Knox, against Maud Armstrong of Thomas
next issue.

Sell Your Old Flatiron
for $1.50—and enjoy a

Brand New One!

SAVE $1.50 NOW

Central Maine Power Company

Crushed Stone

Miss Helen Lester from Portland
is spending a two weeks’ vacation
here with her sister. Mrs. James
Mitchell.
Mrs. Albert Grey and two children
front Camden were guests of her sis
ter, Mrs. Milton Knowlton here last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley from
.Vinalhaven, Mrs. William Smalley.
Mrs. Helen Chapman. Mr. and Mrs.
E. XI. Achorn and two children
from Thomaston were gucets for the
day Friday of Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Norton.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Snow re
turned to their home in Cambridge
Friday after visiting his mother here
for two weeks. •
Everyone is looking forward to
Aug. 11 when the Church Fair will
be held. This will be an unusually
good chance to do Christmas shop
ping ns well as buy gifts to take
hack to your friends after your va
cation. There will be quantities of
aprons, fancy work and Hr pillows
all handmade, and a supper followed
by a musical entertainment which
promises to be the best ever given in
this town. Besides some very fine
features by local talent under the
direction of Mrs. Rollins a large
number of very prominent out of
town artists will take part. The
complete program will appear in a
later issue.
The first in a series of suppers was
held by the Grange Friday night
before the regular dance and was
largely attended. Everyone seemed
delighted that the suppers have been
resumed as they have become such
pleasant social gatherings and re
unions of old friends from many
places. The next one will be Aug.
12 and Mrs. C. L. Sleeper will be
chairman of the committee. Anyone
whohasnot been asked to contribute
before that time please send along
something in sweet food and thus
do your part toward making the
supper a success.
Miss Harriett Bell of Frederick,
Md., is the guest of Mrs. Lizette
Rollins.
John Eaton from Portland Is
spending his vacation here with
Lawrence Deane.
Mrs. Albert Brickman from New
York and Mr. and Mrs. French of
Camden were callers at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. George Green Sun
day.
Friends are glad to see Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Hall from Hartford. Conn.,
who are frequent callers in town
while spending two weeks vacation
in Maine. They are boarding with
Mrs. Adelaide Snow in Rockland.
Frank Smith from Peabody, Mass.,
motored here Saturday to visit his
father L. B. Smith at Wessaweskeag
Inn.
Mrs. Smith and daughter
Myrtle had been visiting there a
week and returned to Peabody with
Mr. Smith Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett McLaughlin
from Everett, Mass., are guests of
his uncle, L B. Smith of Wessaweskeag Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge of
Providence. R. I., arrived Friday
night for a fortnight’s visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Green.

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.

FMMES WOMAN
IN OKLAHOMA

For Sale
NOW THEN

FREEMAN YOUNG

235 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

V. F. Studley Co.

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

REAL ESTATE
The best farm I have had put up for sale—
Eight-room house, large barn; 70 acres large pine
lumber lot; 200 cords hardwood; cuts about 18
tons hay; 3'/2 acres all planted; the best of land;
all farming tools to work with; one truck. All
$5,0C0. Must be sold at once, family leavign town.
On Atlantic Highway, near schools, church and
stores.

76 Homes; all size Lots; also some acreage with
them
22 Cottages, almost any location
Properties. Florist land and
Buildings
Very small down payments, the rest as rent.

Several

Business

Several House and Cottage Lots in good location.

1 Special Farm with store, gravel pit, 100 acres

land with wood, 5 acres blueberries.

Low price,

$2650.

1 Cottage, fine location, Crescent Beach, with
bathroom and fireplace. To be sold at once, $1400.
In Waldoboro, near school and store; Farm, good
buildings; 85 acres land; plenty wood and hay;
ti cows, 3 horses, 3 hogs, all farming wagons and
sleds; all farming tools; gardens all planted. Must
be sold at once; will take mortgage.

35 Farms, all sizes, almost any location.

Tell us what and where you want your home or cottage. If we haven’t it we can
get it. List your property with us for quick sale. We will pay cash for any
property that is saleable.

Are you on the Sunlit Road to
Better Health?

MOUNT PLEASANT
Mrs. Bessie. Tolman Wickham and
children Shirley and Paul were
quests for a few days of Miss Ethel
Armstrong at Hosmer Pond.
Game Warden Smallwood was in
this place Wednesday in the inter
ests of moose that are frequently
seen here.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Carroll and
son Junior, Mrs. Ruth
Lermond
and daughter Cynthia accompanied
by Austin Burgess who has been
visiting his sister, Mrs. Carroll, mo
tored to Bucksport Sunday.
Charlie Erickson of North Warren
has recently painted and repaired
Benlah Packard's buildings.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wade of
Camden were callers in this place
Thursday.
Friends here are sorry to learn
that Mr. and Mrs. Randall Simmons
are In poor health.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Tolman en
tertained friends Thursday evening.
The returns of the Sharkey-Demp
sey fight was an attraction.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Ames and
daughter Margaret of New Hamp
shire and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Tol
man of Camden called at Mason Tol
lman's Monday.
Roy Richards visited his mother
Mrs. Myrtle Buzzell of Belfast who
is ill Sunday.

Dealers in-

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
Everlasting Utauiy

Also Scotch, Quincy, Westerly
and Maine Grey Granites, Ver
mont Marbles,

Satisfaction Guaranteed

ton, in said County of Knox, for eleven dol
lars and eighty cents, debt or damage, and
six doila s and twenty-four cents, for costs
of suit, and will be sold at pub.ic auction at
the Snerlff's office in the County Court
House in said Rockland, to the highest
bidder on Thursday the first day of Septem
ber, A. D., 1927, at two o’clock in the after
noon, the following described real estate, and
a I me right, titie and interest which said
Maud Armstrong has and had In and to
the Bane on the twenty-fifth <lav of May,
A. D 1927, at 10 o’clock and twenty min
utes In the toreno<m when the same was at
tached on the writ in the same set, to wi
A certain lot or parcel of land situated
in said Thomaston and {bounded! and de
scribed as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the easterly side of Beeechwoods street at the north-west corner of
land of heirs of Scott Young; thence S
63 deg. E. by said Young’s land 150 feet to
land of John M. Creighton; thence N. 28
deg. 30 min E. by said Creightons land, for
merly of the late Patrick Hanly, now of
Lindsey. 7b feet; thence N. 65 deg. E. by
said Lindsey land 195 feet to land formerly
of Martha Pentz; thence southerly by said
Pentz land 35 feet to a stake and utones;
thence westerly by said Pentz land 15 feet to
said Beechwoods street ; thence southerly by
said street 41 feet to place of (beginning.
Being the same premises conve'ed to Hannah
8. Mank by deed of Orrin A. Tibbetts, dated
November 10th, A. D., 1919, and recorded in
Knox Registry of Deeds, hook 183, page 414.
C. EARL LCDWH K.
89-T-95
Deputy Sheriff.

INVIGORATING SALT SEA BREEZES

DAILY

From Rockland Across Penobscot Bay
Tickets sold Sat. and
Sun. only, good for re
turn to and including
following Mnoday.

Tickets sold daily
limited to
day of date.

To
Dark Harbor
Harborside
Castine

$2.10
$2.60
$2.60

$3.00
$3.75
$3.75

What can make a more enchanting scene than
the island-dotted shores, the ocean, passing ships,
beautiful summer homes, fishing shacks, gleaming
white caps, dingy dories and ever-changing skies?

MAINE
MAINE
Central MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD Central

Daily One-Day Excursions
From ROCKLAND
BANGOR LINE
Steamer “Belfast" or “Camden” leave* Rockland, 5 A. M., Eastern
Standard Time, for Camden, Northport, Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport, Bangor, and returning, leaves Bangorat 2 P. M., Eastern Standard
Time, due in Rockland at 7 P. M. See timetable for leaving and return
ing times from intermediate landings. Tickets are on sale at all land
ings between Bangor and Rockland. Tickets good going and returning
on day of issue.

One-way fare for the round trip
Saturday Excursion Tickets on sale Saturdays from Bangor to all points
as above at one-way fare plus 25 cents. Tickets good returning to Ban
gor on following Sunday or Monday morning steamer.

BAR HARBOR LINE

x

Steamer “J. T. Morse” leaves Rockland, 5 A. M., Eastern Standard
Time. Tickets good going and returning on day of Issue, and will be
sold from all landings to Bar Harbor and to intermediate-points.
ONE-WAY FARE for the round trip.

BLUE HILL LINE
Steamer “Southport" leaves Rockland, 5 A. M., Eastern Standard
Time. Excursion tickets good going and returning on day of issue, will
be sold from all landings to Blue Hill and to intermediate points at
ONE-WAY FARE for the round trip.
Tickets and informattirt at Eastern Steamshif Lines Ticket Offices.

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES

Telephone Directory

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
SI MMER ARRAXGKMBNT
LN EPFFX'T JUNE 20. 1927
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
Sunday at 7 00 A. M. and 1.00 I\ M. Ar
riving at Rockland at 8.30 A. M. and 2.30
People’s Laundry
P. M.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M.
17 Limerock Street
direct for Vinalhaven arriving at 11.00 A. M
We do all kinde of Laundry Leaves Rockland (Tillson’s Wharf) at 3.00
Work. Family Waehing a P. M • and Maine Central Wharf at 3.15 for
Specialty. Wet Waeh. Rough North Haven and Vinalhaven.
• June 27th to September 24th, Inclusive.

Call 170

Dry.
Finish
Shirts, Collars.

Flat

Work

Telephone Connection

Gilchrest

Monumental Workr
Mam Street
Thomaston, Mains
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Confidential Loan Co.
Is Supplying Funds
Upon Satisfactory Terms to peo
ple of limited means who deserve
Financial Aid.

431 MAIN STREET
Notice—Confidential Loan Co. is
not connected with any other loan
company. Its sole proprietors are
Cleveland Sleeper and Samuel
Levy.
59-tf

STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sundays at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6 30.
North Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
3.50 A. M
Return- Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M.,
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3 40; due
'o arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
B H. STINSON, (iem-ral Agent

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta, t9.40 a. m., tl-10p. tn., 15.40 p. m.
Bangor, fi* 40a. m., fl.lOp. m., $5.40 p. ra.
Boston, 16.50 a. m., fO-40 a- m., 11-10 p. m.,
15.40 p. m.
Brunswick, f6.50 a. m., 9.40 a. m., fl.lOp.
15.40 p. ra.
Lewiston, f6.50 a. m., fl.10 p. m.
New York, 11.10 p. nr, 1*5.40 p.tn.
Philadelphia, C*5.40 p. tn.
Portland, tt>.50 a. m., t‘J-40 a. m., f 1.10 p. m.,
15.40 p.m.
Washington, C*5.40p. m.
Waterville,
40a.m., tl.lOp. nr, 15.40 p. m.
Woolwich, f6.50 a. nr, 19-40 a. m., fl-lOp. m.,
15 40 p. m.
t Daily .except Sunday. 1 Daily, except Saturday.
* Carries no coaches. Pullman passengers only,
except coach between Rockland and Portland.
C Daily, exceptSat. to July 4, inc . ahd Aug. 23 to
Sept. 25, inc., Tues., Thurs. and Sun., July 7 to
August 21, inc.' Will not run Sun. July 3.

MONHEGAN ISLAND
Freight and Passenger Service
Steamer Gov
Douglas leaves
Thomaston daily except Sundays
at 6.30 a. m. for Monhegan and
Boothbay Harbor.
TEL. THOMASTON 36
74-T-Th-tf

French Tutor
M. Marieta Shibles, M. A.
Certificates and diplomas from Unlv.
of Grenoble, Isa Sorbonne, Dijon and
Columbia.
(N. Y. State Regents permanent
certificate)

Tel. Camden 33*11

Try the Aromatic Three Crow
Spices, which are strictly pure
and wholesome.

82-97

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
400 Main Street
Rockier
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-N
Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 5
Evpnlngs hv

Annolntment

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

DR. F. E. FOLLETT

Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.

DR. BICKFORD

Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY

with

Dentists
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

BURPEE’S

(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath

ROCKLAND, ME.

Osteopathic Physician

W. E. Doman & Son

C. S. ROBERTS

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

East Union, Me.

Attorney

Office Hours; 1 to S and 7 to 8 P. M
Residence until 9 A. M., and by

dJfiaik.eveiy grave.

Announce* opening of office in Odd
Fellow* Block, Opp. Poetoffico.
Tel. 470
Room 5-6-7
2«.tt

Appointment.

Telephone 184

THOMASTON, ME.

By Appointment Only Tel. 13
35 Limerock Street
Rockli
Graduate of American School o
Osteopathy

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC OS

Every-Other-Day
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ICED

COULDN’T FOOL

McKENZIE

| ComingEarly!

S

He Knew What Boiled Lobsters Looked Like—But This
One Didn’t Happen To Be Boiled.

Y1EA
Wea) afterTennis
and all outdoor sports
^priced SA LA DA Tea:

cMake tea as usual.
‘Rourinto glass
containers and
thoroughlu chill,
flavor to taste.
Revives and Stimulates
Without Reaction

GARTERS AS BAROMETERS
——
If your garter is tight, carry an
umbrella. It won’t do the garter
any good, of course, but tight garters, it was disclosed by Samuel K.

Page Five T

The fun that is poked at city folks
for believing that lobsters are red
when caught proved a .boomerang
Saturday for Mr. McKenzie, proprie
tor of a puhllr market in Springfield.
Mass.
Strolling with ills wife on
our Main street he caught sight of
a windowful of the crustaceans at
the store of M. B. & C. O. Perry,
ind being a dealer in the same
paused for inspection.
With a solitary exception the
group of lobsters was as green as
nature intended them to be. in the
tenter, however, was one that was
is red as all lobsters are after they
have been boiled.
“Look at the live lobsters!’’ extlaimed Mrs, McKenzie..
“Huh!" said Mr. McKenzie ‘‘they’re
not all alive. Look at that red one
in the center. That one has been
boiled.’’
“But what's a boiled lobster doing

witli all those live ones?” asked Mrs.
McKenzie.
Even man's . superiority could not
explain that and Mr. McKenzie took
refuge in a bold stand.
“If that's not a boiled lobster,”
said he, “111 buy you that electric
refrigerator.” and he pointed to one
on which tire tag read $310.
The matter was left to the pro
prietor of the store.
“I’ll settle the argument," said he,
and stopping inside the store he in
setted a lead pencil in one of the
claws. In a flash the claw closed
ro tightly as to alniottt crush tlie
pencil.
The lobster was a very rare speci
men which had been caught at
Grafton's Island by Maurice Escorsio
and brought to Harold W..Look, a
’ocal dealer.
The electric refrigerator Is being
shipped to Springfield.
The lobster Is again on display.

KOWHECflN

To Sell
Is To Serve

IF/1IR

Leadingfair
(fMctine^

4UGI6-IM8-I9

SHEETROCK

well.

SEALED

i

cr*o

JOINTS

Tillson
Wharf
1060-W

SHEETROCK. the
fireproof wallboard, af
fords a perfectly smooth
surface for any decora
tion. All joints are con
cealed. Never warps.
A splendid insulator
—saves fuel, and makes
any hoyse cooler in
summer. Let us show
you why.

Weymouth-Wilson Co.
ALWAYS OPEN 74-tf
Tourist Trade Appreciated

BUICK

cvmS

PAIGE

W. H. Glover & Co.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockland
Tel. 14
0s reel estate. Flrff
mortgages.
BERMAN.

second
LOANS ?HARRY

423 Male St.. Ream 3, Reeklaad. Tel. 381.

n-tf

FOR SALE 65 acre farm, 15 acres under
• cul filiation, wood and timber. Ten-room
house, some hard wood floors, large barn and
carap* ’••r'Tn hon ♦»/»••<•«,
'•«
lege, ideal summer home. MRS. C. P. DEL,

»

O

Main Street

JONES MOTOR COMPANY
Tel. 1000
Rockland, Maine

Aia.U el., inunliu.uu Ui XU. .

82-tf

cNowtm display

all Buick. dealers
LEWISTON BUICK CO.
51 Park Street
LEWISTON
WATERVILLE
BRUNSWICK

Rockland
BRANCHES AT
PORTLAND
FARMINGTON
ROCKLAND

ROCKPORT

Tel. 238
AUGUSTA
BATH
DOVER-FOXCROFT

. For the 24thyear Buick has again fulfilled this promise .
When Better Automobiles Arc Built. . . . Buick Will Build Them.

FISHERMEN!

F.O.B. Detroit ’ Fully Equipped

4-Door Sedan

Miss Harriet Cavanaugh returned
•Saturday from Portland where she
has been spending several weeks
with her grandmother, Mrs. Carrie
Cavanaugh.
Mrs. Flora Kemp of Camden was
thf guest of Mrs. Gertrude Havener
ind Mrs. Ethel York over the week
end.
Mrs. Alma Winnett of Quincy,
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Burton Richards, Commercial street.
Rev. and Mrs. Fred A. Snow and
grandchildren of Rockland and their
daughter Mrs. Linus Jellison and
children of Freeport are occupying
the Snow cottage at Ballard Park.
Mrs. D. A. Whitmore and daugh
ter Lillian were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Ewell Friday of last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur St. Clair of
Wollaston. Mass., were guests of
Mrs. Ernest Torrey Sunday. ’
Miss Katharine Robarts spent the
weekend with her sister, Mrs. Thomis Anderson In Rockland.
Mrs. Henry Stilus and little daugh
ter June Avis were calling on Mrs.
Delora Morrill recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker
motored to Liberty Sunday.
His
mother Mrs. Olive Walker who has
been the guest of Mrs. Ida Light
for two weeks returned with them.
Miss Mabel Wall has been spend
ing a few days in Boston and vicin
ity

(Not a Coach)

Write for quotations for Second
hand—

Tight-bottom Barrels

The lowest priced Dodge Sedan ever
sold *« and the Best«•

In carloads, for shipping Fresh
Mackerel, in lee-water.

The Smoothest • Smartest« Sturdiest

P. O. Box 43.

Henry A. Thorndike
NEWPORT, R. I.

79-84

Longest springbase of any car under
•1000 • * this means Comfort * •

.

Surprising economy • 25 miles per
gallon at 25 miles per hour • *
Remarkable acceleration * * From
aero to 25 miles per hour through
gears in less than seven seconds * «

Try a mile at the wheel and experi
ence a new sensation•*

DYER’S GARAGE. INC.
54, PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

HaSGE BR0THER5,lNC.

AT

PUBLIC AUCTION
The Sands H. Witherspoon home
stead, buildings and lot, situated
at Pulpit Harbor, North Haven,
Maine, will be sold at public auc
tion on the premises at North
Haven.
Maine,
WEDNESDAY.
AUGUST 24, 1927, at 2.00 o'clock
P. M. Frank Beverage, Auction
eer. Terms Cash.

All persons interestod in this
sale are requested to be present
or authorize tome person to bid
for them.

FREEMONT BEVERAGE
Executor
Tu-86-89-92

'

We shall abide by the conviction
that the foundation of a greater
Paige-Detroit Motor Car Com
pany should rest upon the confi
dence of the public in our integrity
and ability as manufacturers.

WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Capp of
Brockton, Mass., who have been
guests for a few days of S. A. Spear
and of Mrs. Nancy Spear left for
their home Friday.
233
Roland Starrett and Oscar Johnson
are on a trip to Nova Scotia, having
, Pearson, Government weather ob- gone up in the ear of the latter to get
server, are the result of abnormal a boat for scallop fishing this fall.
A. J. Rines is now able to,be out
humidity. When the weather is ahnormally humid, rain is likely to with the aid of crutches, and man
lonow. So a garter is a good rain ages to ride about a little.
; forecaster.
W. E. Moore and painters have
given the Newman block and Post
Office building new coats of paint
this week.
“Greatness. Measured by Sevice,"
is the topic of the Wednesday even
ing social meeting at the Baptist
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Guptlll and
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Johnson of Saco,
were callers Sunday on Mr. and M.s.
A. J. Rines.
Mrs. Alice Gordon has been en
tertaining the following guests: Miss
Annie McLain of Appleton, Mr. and
Mrs. A. C. Smith and son George,
and Mrs. D. J. Sawtelle of Long
meadow. Mass.
John Teague is having a cement
sidewalk installed by C. R. Overlock.
Claude Averill has bought a new
Essex sedan.
Mrs. Melina Merry who has been
ill the past few weeks is gaining in
health.
“Rejoicing" is the topic for the
Sunday morning service July 31 at
the Baptist church. Sunday evenings
Rev. II. M. Purrlngton will speak on '
"Lot's Wife.”
Alvin Studley has been confined to
his West Warren home by illness
following a shock which seized him
while raking hay in his field the first
of last week.
Miss M. Grace Walker returned
home last week from Boston where
she has been visiting the past few
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Churchill and
family of Melrose. Mass., were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Gardiner.
The ladies of the Congregational
church circle hold their annual mid
summer sale Aug. 3d at the church
parlors. A public supper will be
served following the afternoon sale.
Mrs. George Starrett who under
went an operation at Knox Hospital
the first of last week is gaining daily.
Miss Hilda Aspey has purchased
i Star coupe.

During twenty-five years of indus
trial accomplishment, we have
believed that to sell well is to serve

Modern people spend more for the
joys of living than in any other age
ever known. But they demand the
utmost value for their money.

Present-day
smokers find
their sheerest
enjoyment
in Camels

THE people of this age spend millions
for the good things of life. And they
place Camel first among cigarettes.
Modern smokers make money, but
when they spend it they insist on
quality, and more people today buy
Camels than ever bought any other

Page Six
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THOMASTON
Mrs. M. G. Davidson is spending
two weeks in Weymouth and Cohassett, Mass.
A special meeting of tho W. C. T.
U. will be held at Miss Crandon’s
Friday afternoon. Business of Im
portance to be acted upon.
Mrs. Doctor Hodgkins Vtnd Anne
Jacobs spent the weekend in South
Bristol.
Willie Clark and wife of Bangor
wore in town Sunday.
Mrs. Hollis Young and sons Rus
sell and Robert have returned from
a three weeks* visit to relatives in
Haverhill. Mass.
Edward Smalley and wife of Vinalhaven are visiting Mrs. Willard
Smalley.
Henry Haskell of Providence. R. I.,
and Willard Howland of Fall River.
Mass., were recent guests of Mrs. 11.
Newbert.
Miss Helen Ham is out after a
serious sickness.
The death of William Whitney,
formerly of Thomaston, occurred at
his home in Bucksport June 12. after
an illness of about five weeks. He
is survived by the widow, two
daughters, two sisters, several nieces
and nephews and six grandchildren.
Herbert Newbert is driving a 1928
Essex.
Willard Smalley is making recov
ery from a long illness.
Miss Arline Newbert is having a
vacation.
Arthur Kalloch’s cow was injured
by an automobile recently.

A GIFTED
Psychic-Medium
Life Adviser
Prof. Ellison has helped thousands
of worried, unfortunate, unsuccessful
individuals to obtain success and hap
piness: helped them obtain their
greatest wish in life. He will help you
if you are sincere. If worried over
business, home inharmony. the sacred
relations of love: or if some influ
ences are holding you down, and pre
venting you from obtaining your ob
ject in life, confer with Ellison. The
great questions of your life quickly
solved. Sorrow and anxiety turned
into joy and contentment. Readings
Mondays and Tuesdays only, other
times by appointment. Hours 11 A.
M. to 5 P. M. All affairs sacred and
confidential. $1.00 to ladies.
27 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
89‘lt

FRIENDSHIP

Mrs. F. A. Ranskolb of The Spruces,
Davis Point, delightfully entertained
many of the younger set of Friend
ship, Thomaston and Rockland Fri
day evening. The occasion was the
birthday of Ernest B. MeChesney of
West Orange. N. J., who is one of
her house guests. The spacious ver
anda at The Spruces was charming
ly decorated with Japanese lanterns.
Mrs. K. K. Stowell of New York
City arrived Saturday for a visit
with her mother, Mrs. W. L. Tomp
kins, Sr.
TENANT'S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Leavens
are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Post and Mr. and Solon Wilder.
Mrs. Smith are new arrivals at Wan
Mrs. R. O. Evans of Newtonville.
e-set Inn.
Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Sherman Hupper and son
Clifford have opened their Melrose Mrs. A. Hartel, Jr.
Carroll Gleason and family from
cottage and are getting it in readi
ness for occupancy during the month Dover, Mass., are spending two
of August by Mr. and Mrs. Sheriff weeks vacation 1n their camp at
Martins (Point.
and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bossa. accom
L. R. A. Whitehouse has purchased
panied hy Mrs. Joshua N. Southard
a new car—an Oldsmobile.
iMr. and Mrs. Peterson, son John, ot Rockland. Miss Margaret Tomp
and Miss Mertie Fuller returned to kins and Miss Virginia Gay, visited
their daughter, Mary Gay. last week,
their home last week.
Norma Hawkins and Fred Smalley who is at Camp Eggemoggin, East
played for a dance in Rockville Mon Harpswell. They found the camp in
a delightful spot, offering many ad
day night.
Mrs. Fannie Slvewright and Mrs. vantages to the young people.
Mrs. Lewis Burns and daughter,
Sheldon and family of Waltham,
Mass., are summering in Wallston. Frances of Portland, are visiting her
Mr. Hickey is seriously ill at this parents, Mr. and Mrs, John Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Benham of
writing.
)
Clarence Thompson
carried a Washington. D. C„ and daughter
la$^e crowd to Rockland Saturday Margaret are spending August with
Mrs. John Mitchell.
night by auto.
Mrs. Norman Southworth left Fri
Ray Smith has arrived home from
Attleboro, Mass., on his summer va- day for Boston where she wilt be
joined by her husband. They sail i,n
catfcn.
Miss Elizabeth Wheeler who has the near future for a month's vaca
been the guest of relatives in Mass tion abroad.
Letters ate being received from
achusetts. arrived home Sunday. She
reports some very hot weather while Arthur P. Spear. Jr., who is'travel
ing in Europe this summer. Needless
away.
Wilbur Kiff of Attleboro, Mass., to say. he is enjoying every minute
Is a guest of his grandmother, Mrs. of his trip.
Senator and Mrs. George Walker,
John Fuller.
Clarence Thompson who was run accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Into on the road between Rockland Walker and son Douglas, spent the
and Thomaston and considerable weekend at their cottage at Martins
damage done to his car, has had it Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen D. Evans and
repaired and is now ready to carry
passengers. It was a false report family of. Ridley Park. Pa., arrived
about his going out of business. He recently at Martins Point for their
is still at the same old stand working summer vacation.
Andreas Hartel. Jr., af Newton
day and night if need be.
INaomi Chapter. O. E. S.. will serve Centre. Mass., motored here Satur
a public supper in the Masonic hall day to spend his annual vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pride with
next Friday at 6 o’clock. Tickets for
adults 50 cents; children under 12 family and Mrs. Wyman of Newton
are spending the summer at their
years 23 cents.
Joseph McNeil and friends of At bungalow on Morse Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis of
tleboro, Mass., are guests of his
Rockland were recent visitors of Mr
uncle. Frank Long.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mathews and and 'Mrs. W. A. B. Kirkpatrick.
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Brow, accom
daughter of Massachusetts are the
by
Mrs.
Elmus
Morse
guests for two weeks at Mrs. Nelson panied
and children of Thomaston recently
Gardiner's, Martinsville.
visited Miss Vera Morse who is
spending the summer in South Bris
ST. GEORGE
tol.
James Alfred Gilchrest
F. D. Armstrong of Beach Bluffs,
James Alfred Gilchrest died July Mass., spent the weekend with his
family who are summering here.
14 at his home in St. George.
Mrs. Merle Davis Files of Port
Mr. Gilchrest was born Feb 1G.
1860, at St. George, son of Capt Jo- land is visiting her neither, Mrs. Lena
seph and Sarah Hilt Gilchrest. He Davis.
was a man of strong convictions.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby of
Faith was the substance underlying Thomaston are frequent guests of
his personality. He was a man who Mrs. Libby’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
could no more bear sham, than he Harvey C. Brown.
could be sham himself. He had n<>
Dr. W. H. Hahn is driving a new
hiding place even for his own faults Cadillac car.
He was in sympathy with human life
In every stage and experience. The
SPRUCE HEAD
sorrow and struggles . of others be
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cline with
came his own.
Whenever you
stood in his presence youxsomehow Lionel Carr have taken a motor trip
to
Salem. Mass.,
where
Mrs.
could feel the beating of a big sym
pathetic heart. His appreciation of Ciine is to make an extended visit;
everything, no matter how insigni the others returning immediately.
ficant. if it grew out of a legitimate Mrs. Susan Cline- is to care for the
germ, he would give it due value. children during their mother's ab
This 4jrected his estimates, decided sence.
Leslie Thompson who has been
his tests and determined his criticism.
A man vigorous and strong in his sick the past two weeks, is now im
integrity and manhood, he stood for proving and is making preparation
right and righteousness. In these to open the "Mite Bax" in the near
future'.
■things he was a tower of strength.
Young Claude Dennison was in
He was a member of the First
Baptist Church, and a faithful work Rockland last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Dennison were
er in the Sunday School, being su
perintendent several years. Storm business callers in Rockland Thurs
or sunshine found him at his post as day
Mrs. Carrie Thompson was a
long as his health permitted. He
was of sunny disposition, thougli guest of Iter friend Mrs. Ella Cook
quiet and unassuming and he was recently.
Mrs. Frances Newhall and two
loved and respected by all who knew
him, a man whose character was children are visiting her mothec Mrs.
above repreach.
For many long Annie Burton of this place.
Mrs. Harlene Drink water and
years he had followed the Master, al
ways standing in defence 4>f divine children are visiting at Mrs. Jasper
truth and firmly believed in a re Drinkwater's for a few days.
ligion that enabled a man to make
CLARK ISLAND
for himself a life that would con
Mr. and Mrs. John Caven and Mr.
tinue on through all eternity in its
and Mrs. William Pierson motored
effect. His home life was ideal. He
to Troy last Sunday in Mr. Caven's
leaves to mourn his loss a wife, car.
___
Williamson
Gilchrest,
Emma
Albert Davis and Mrs. William
daughter Marianne W„ two sisters
Davis went to Belfast where they
Mrs. E. H. Brown and Mrs. W. C.
were joined by Mrs. Arthur I’age and
Morton, and a niece Mrs. C. W
then we<nt to Winterport to call on
Giles.
Arthur Page's brother, James Page.
Blessed are the dead that die in
Mrs. William Davis spent Sunday
the Lord; front henceforth; yea
with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stevens
saith tho Spirit, that they rest from
and family of East Belfast.
their labors and their works to fol
Miss Harriett Maker was tlie guest
low them.
Rev. B. E. Miller,
Sunday of Mrs. Victor Blomberg.
Robert Pearson is in poor health.

CUSHING

The Ladies' Aid of Cushing will
hold their annual fair and supper
at the Town house, Aug. 23. after
noon and evening. If stormy the
first pleasant evening.

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs Nelson Sprague and Miss
Firth of North Haven have returned
home alter visiting friends in Kookland.

NOW
Is the Time To Get Your

CAR
WASHED
AT

The attitude of us ardent reform
ers seems to be that tlie people are
overwhelmingly for Prohibition if
we can only keep them from express
ing themselves.—Ohio &ate Jourpal..

Lassell’s Garage
110 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 898
, 89’91

I

BURKETTVILLE

EMPIRE
NOW FLAYING
“DANCE MAGIC"
wiih BEN LYON
WED.-THURS.

-JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
JULIA KYI ROBERT IDESON
-..SALLY RAND
A remarkable picture, big theme,
fine dicertion, great scenes.

Mrs. Blanche Rakes was a ,calk<
at W. W. Light's Washington, Sat
urday.
.
Herbert Esaney and family are
entertaining friends and relatives
from New York.
J Frank Esaney and Stanley Jones
and family were' Thursday evening
visitors at Wilbur Esancy's in Vnion
'and incidentally took in by radio
the Dempsey-Sharkey fight.
George Mansfield and family of
Buffalo, N Y . who are visiting at
South Vnion. called on his sister
Mrs. N. E. Caldeiwood Tuesday.
Mrs. Esther Herfick has been vis
iting at C. E. Smith's the past week.
Ralmond Carleton and family of
South Vnion were visitors at Henry
Turner's Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Caldeiwood
and Mr. and Mrs. Loring Linscott at
tended the funeral of their grand
mother. Mrs. Barbara Mank In Vnion
Monday.
I

And no doubt away back in the
Stone Age people tried to get across
the road ahead of the dinosaur.—
Border Cities Star.

ITEIUINC
PRODUCTIONS

With
ROBERT AGNEW
KATHLEEN MYERS
FRI.-SAT.—ART ACORD in
"THE WESTERN ROVER”

Every-Other-Day

iMESESMt
DANCE

Lost and Found
LOST—Initialed go d pen knife, of value
to owner through ass K'lation. Reward if re
turned to J. M. R . Courier-Gazette Office.

Auspices Bay View Society
CHANGE OF MUSIC
89-11

99*91

LOST—Canary bird with dark green on
w’ngs and head. Reward for return to 15
SUMMER ST Tel. Hl M.
89-01
LOST—Ver\ small white goid wrist watrli.

DANCE
R. V. F. A.
SPEAR HALL
WEDNESDAY EVG„ JULY 27
CLARK'S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
POPULAR PRICES
♦

Monday, somewhere on Main St.. Reward if
returned to MISS McCOY. 15 Crescent Sr.
Teh 1171-J.
89*91
LOST—Black enamel Spanish Club pin
with dancer in gold on front. Reward if re
turned to THE COURIER-GAZETTE OF
FICE.
89*91
LOST—Cana.' bird
MRS FRED DYER.
47 Park St.
89*lt
LOST Tank truck hose between Friend
ship and Rockland or Rockland and ’Camden.
Pl NOLSCOT BAY OIL CO., 97 South Main
Sr.
89-91
LOST Oblong white gold wrist watfcb
with black and white ribbon strap between
Llmerock and Park Sts.
Reward.
MRS.
BERT ANGEL, .Searaport.
87-89
LOST—Black twill umbrella with amber
Mein. Tuesday, on 1 o’clock Highland car.
F'niler please leave at COURIER-GAZETTE
OFFICE
88* «0
LOST—Lady’s hand purse. Finder please
return with or without money To ELIZABETH
\Y SAWYER. Ash Point Poatoffice.
87*89
FOUND Female Scotch collie, yellow and
white R. \Y. DAVIS Ac SON. Thomaston St..
Cltv
88-90
FOUND Sentl to l’he C.-G. for its social
column arrivals of summer visitors, summer
social occasions, etc
74-tf

Wanted
WANTED Cl ta at l-EOl'I.E'S LACNIlRY.
Liineroip< St. Apply at office •
89-91
WANTED Position as bookkeeper, steno
graphic work, or general office work. Ad
dress. S0 MEtTIANIV ST.. Van>den. Me

MOVIE BALL

89-100

Every Saturday Night
.« • .
GOOD MUSIC

Spanish Serenaders

AND A GOOD PLACE FOR A
GOOD TIME

T&Th-tf

Ding-Dong
DANCE

TONIGHT

Grange Hall

DANCE IN
COOL COMFORT

SOUTH THOMASTON

FRIDAY EVENING

»

Kirk’s Orchestra

CAFETERIA

PERFECT FLOOR

CARD TABLES

Dancing 8.30
Good Roads—Come On Down
56-T-tf

DANCE-WEDNESDAY EVENING

GRINDSTONE INN

—AT—

Winter Harbor, Me.
150 Rooms, singly or ensuita with
bath

CRESCENT BEACH INN PAVILION

Special Weekend Rates
Lobster Shore Dinners
Daily

MUSIC BY THE POPULAR

SPANISH SERENADERS
DINNER SERVEO FROM 6.00 TO 7.30

GOLF, TENNIS, DANCING,
SWIMMING
For reservations writ*
F. K. LEACH, Mgr.
79-90

88-89

APPLE PROSPECTS
Seem Brighter In New Eng
land Than In Other Sec
tions.
The New England Crop Reporting
Service has the following to say
about the apple prospects this fall:
New England apple trees general
ly bloomed well and prospects for a
good apple crop seem much bright
er than in many’ other sections of
the country. However, the blossom
period was rather unfavorable due
to cold, cloudy weather and the set
is somewhat uncertain.
Varieties
showing the best bloom were Mc
Intosh. Greening. Gravenstein, Ben
Davis and Astrachan. Baldwins were
poorest.
The condition of apples on June 1
in Maine was 90 percent compart'd
with 73 percent last year; in New
Hampshire 86 percent compared with
82 percent last year; in Vermont 86
percent compared with 85 percent;
in Massachusetts 78 percent com
pared with 91 percent; in Rhode Is
land 75 percent compared with 93
percent; in Connecticut 72 percent
compared with 86 percent.
For New England as a whoKe the
condition of the apple crop on June
1 was 83.7 percent compared with
82.8 percent last year and 84.2
percent the ten year average. For
the Vnited States, general prospects
point to one of the lightest crops in
years. In Virginia, West Virginia
and the South Atlantic states gener ‘
ally, only about a third of last year’s
apple crop is now expected. The
western states report prospects for
less than three-fourths of last year’s
apple crop.
SHERIFFS SALE
STATE OF MAINE

Removal Sale
Consisting of Machine, Blacksmith, Woodworking
Machinery, and Foundry Equipment; Engine
Lathes, Chucks, Arbor Presses, Drills, Planers,
Shaper, Emery Grinders, Metal Saws, Pipe and Bolt
Threading Machines, Floor Crane, Dynamo, Pattern
Maker’s Lathe, Buzz and Board Planers, Circular
Saw Tables, Band Saw, Vertical and Horizontal Bor
ing Machine, Tenoning Machine, Power Bolt Cut
ter, Forges, Fans, Cones, Tongs, Large Lot of Mould
ing Patterns, Flasks, Ladles, Core Ovens, etc.

Also a large lot of Small Tools: Dies, Taps, Ream
ers, Babbitting and Steel Arbors, Bench Tools,
Valves, Bolts, Nuts, Washers, Lag Screws, Round,
Square and Hex. Cold Rolled Steel, Brass and Iron
Pipe and Fittings, Round and Hex. Tobin Bronze
Rods, about 5000 feet of 2 inch Seasoned Yellow
Birch and White Ash, and other goods too numerous
to mention.
As these tools and stock must be removed before
the First of September, very attractive prices will be
offered. First come, first receive.

Knowlton Brothers
42 Mech^pic Street

Camden, Maine
86-91

County of Knox, ss.

July 25, 1927.
T;iken this twenty-fifth day of July, 1927,
on execution dated April twenty-second, 1927,
issued on a judgment rendered by the Su
preme Judicial Court for tlie (County of
Knox at the term thereof begun and held at
Rockland on the first Tuesday of April. 1927,
to wit on the tenth day of the term, being the
fifteenth day of April, 1927 in favor of George
H. Star-ett of Thomaston in said County of
Knox and against the Inhabitants of the
Town of Thomaston 'n said County of Knox
for three thousand one hundred fifty and no
lim dollars ($3150.00) debt or damage and
one hundred five and 40-100 dollars ($105.40)
costs of suit and will he sold at public
auction at the Sheriff's Office in the County

Building in nald Rockland* to the highest

bidder, on the twenty fourth day of Novem
ber. 1927. at two o’clock in tlie afternoon,
the following described real estate situated
In said Thomaston, the proprietor thereof
known by me. the undersigned officer, to be
Lois M. Crei^iton of said Thomaston, to
wit : Beginning at the southeast corner of
.h seph II. Jacob’s homestead lot at land of
George I. Ilobinson’s heirs, thence southerly
b\ said Robinson's heirs easterly line 160
feet to GleaS'.n Street; thence easterly by
said Gleason Street to land of John G. Levenxalei ; thence northerly by said Levensaler’s land to land of George \V. Maxey,
thence westerly hy line of said Maxey’s lot
to place of beginning; being the same prem
ises conveyed Jo Stephen B. Starrett by J.
H. Klnes by dee I recorded in Knox Registry
Book 45, Page 330.
JAMES E. ROBERTS.

Deputy Sheriff Knox County.

For Sale

Warning To Berry Pickers

FOR SALE—’Five white Shag kitens. TEL.
All iiersons are forbidden from trespassing
79.
89W1 and picking berries on the proj>erty of MRS.
FOR SALE—’One Weed rear bumper, tits E. H. PERRY, Rockville, under full penalty
88*90
Birlck car used only a few times, at a bar- of the law.
Mtiu. H. M. BOWKS. South Vnion.
89*91
ALL PERSONS ARC PORBIDEN FROM
FOR 6ALE -Knight Templar Uniform, in trespassing or picking berries on the property
tine coiidrilon.
Apply (WRIER-GAZETTE of Oiarles L. Sharer. Dodged ^fountain.
89*9
OFF'I’M.
88-91 Rockland, Me. 8, II. BEXXyK,
ALL PERSONS ARE WARNED not to pick1
FOR SALE Beauty Parlor at Camden.
Fine location. Operator going away. Write blueberries or trespass on the Jesse Went
BID.NEY WENT
P 0. BOX 223. Camden. Me.
89*101 wo th farm. Hope, Me.
WORTH. Hope. Me.
89*91
FOR SALE Baby’s high chair a yd bathAll
persons
are
hereby
forbidden from
tubb a so cloMtesreeh Mil 8. C W. SINGWR
Thomaston. Teh 70.
88*90 tresiiasslng and picking blueberries on land
owned by the Vnited Realty Vo. in the towns
FOR SALE—Second hand -furniture; also , of Warren, Appleton, Searsmont, South
six o’d windows. 9x13. J H MELVIN. 21 | Thomaston under full penalty of the law
Gay St.. Rockland. Tel. 624 M.
88*90 ; I"X1TKD REALTY (XL
87-100
FOR SALE Tli ree-burner (Men wood gas
All persons are hereby forbidden from
range at a bargain, used only two summers ; trespassing and {licking blueberries on Beech
also large size Clarion wood heater, new. Hill and adjacent fields in the town of Rock
RAYMOND L. ANDERSON, 406 Old County port. JOHN GR1BBEL.
z
87 100
load.
88*tf
FOR SALE Good Cadillac car, two rear
tires; all MmS of tools, air pump from en
gine, speed M clock, good jxalnt. batteries
newlv charged, will sell or trade. H. A.
COOMBS, rear of Spear Block, Rockland.
88*90
FOR SALE -Imported Canary birds, choice
breeds; also unusually attractive cages and
standards THE COPPER KETTLE.
88-90
FOR SALE—I am going to sell my store
on TIlLsoto avenue, oallcd the Steamboat Shop,between now and Seed 30. My price is $400.
Anyone wisliiug to make any bids I would be
We have spared no ex
glad to hear from FREDERICK V. WALZTZ
Tels. J92-M. 1040-W o- 896.
88-90
pence in providing a reliable,
FOR SALE iRweet peas, all colors, 40c
comfortable ambulance for
per hundred MRS. J. W 8AYWARD. Vnion.
Me. Tel. l’-12.
87-92
the terdlce of our communi
FOR SALE -In Rockport- on car line apd
ty. Our invalid car repre
Atlantic Highway, conmiutable distance from
sents the very latest advanc
Rocklgnd or Vamdeu, a 15 room, or three
apartment house, large lot of land, fruh and
es in the construction of this
shade trees, excellent neighborhood. MRS
E A WENTWORTH. Rockport. Tel. 8.3-11
kind of vehiclee.
Camdyn.
87-tf
FOR SALE Genuine Dupont Fabrikold Su
Responsible drivers an
perior Table Cloths save linen, outwear oil
cloth.
Pay for themselves many times
swer all calls, and the same
White or huff; attractive patterns.
Send
careful, courteous service is
$3.50 for table doth or 13 piece lunch set.
Quality guaranteed. DUPONT PRODUCTS,
given to everybody without
64 North Main St , Rockland
87*89
the
slightest
distinction.
FOR SALE—Antiques, bureaus, stands,
mirrors, chairs, tables, clocks, also one maple
Just give us a ring—we’ll do
lowboy. H. B. KALER, Washington, Me.

Our Ambulance
Service

the rest.

To hire a Ashing boat, about
or 60 feet long, tanked for immediate use.
Address replies to THIS PAPER
89-91
WANTED- Reliable person to introduce
"Sliine-Brlte” Metal Polish.
Cleans all
nteta’s instantly. Housewives wild over it;
$25 weekly, eas\ : simnly take orders. I»emonst ration sample. 35c postpaid.
FRBDb
MAN CHEMICAL CO., Stonington, Maine.
89-91
WANTED - Pair beautiful sliaggy .cats,
male and female, one year old or older. Must
be all solid Maltese color.
LAKE VEEAV
FARM, Hosmer Pond Rd., Camden, Me. Tel.
153-11.
88*91
WANTED Housekeeper. with good home
and good pay. JOE VASSO, 32 Ocean St.
Tel. 1040-M.
87*89
WANTED Position as male nurse to care
for sick or nervous person, night or day.
Apply J V., care Courier-Gazette Office or
Teh 908 R
87*89
WANTED Tutoring 'in first year High
Mfll S ln.l work or Grammar School w.»rk.
HELEN VERKILL. 94 Rankin St.. Rockland.
87*89
WANTED—Competent housekeeper in fami
ly of three. Middle aged woman preferred.
C. A EMERY Tel residence 1189-R. office
5I8-M.
86-tf
WANTED- Rock and’ cement work, cellar
wall built and repaired; also a’l kinds of
awn work
BEN.IAMLN KNOWLTON. 54
Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
86-91
WANTED—Kitchen help and dish washes
at the KNOX HOTEL. Thomaston.
85-tf
WANTED- Cigar makers experienced men
or women
Steady employment. J. W. A
CIGAR CO.. Rockland.
79-tf
WANTED—Experienced girl for general
housework.
MRS. HARRY BERMAN. 25
Maple street.
76-tf
WANTED

Pioneer Grange Pavilion

8J-T-95

ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents, ,
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines a
cents each for one time. 10 cents for three
times. Six words make a line

Owl’s Head Town Hall

DO YOU WANT TO GET IN THE MOVIES?
WATCH FOR THE

: : AT : :

Advertisements In this column not to ex- '

WEDNESDAY, JULY 27

OAKLAND PARK
TONIGHT

DANCING

In Everybody’s Column'

Reconditioned

usedCaxs
1925
1925
1922
1922
1924

Hupmobile Touring .......................... $400.00
Ford Ton Truck, Warford shift .... 325.00
Ford Sedan ...........................................
100.00
Studebaker Coupe, newly painted 325.00
Star Touring ......................................
175.00

ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
NEW COUNTY ROAD
STANLEY E. KALLOCH, Manager
»

TELEPHONE 912-W

FOR SALE—Two pigs 30 to 40 lbs. each,
light prison grocery wagon In nice condition.
Gold Clarion range with tank In good con
dition, or will trade for pullets EDGAR W.
MOODY. Teh 9-4 Vnion.
87*89
FOR SALE—The farm of the late George
Ing-aham on the West Meadow road. Rock
land. consisting of about 50 acres of very
fine soil; double tenement house, barn 60tc40.
large garage, fine water. This {dace would
make an ideal summer home, high elevation,
fine view of the vaHey. mountains and bay.
L. W. BENNER, Real Estate Dealer-^ Rock
land, Me.
87-89
FOR SALE—Fourteen tons of standing
grass
Inquire 255 CAMDEN ST.
Tel.
"58-Y.
/
87-89
FOR SALE—Ford ton truck. Cab starter
Run about 2000 miles, in fine shape; price
$250. 30 CHESTNUT ST.. Riwkland.
85-tf
FOR SALE—Speed boat. Vim, 23 h. p. 3
cycle motor, speed 25 to 35, finished in ma
hogany and «ypress
Cost new $2750. For
Immediate sale at about one-half of original
cwt.
EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO, 32
Union St. Tel. 818.
84-89
FOR SALE—New six room colonial home
with bath, electric lights, set tubs, cement
walks, and all modern improvements, nice
location
EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO..
32 Union St. Tel. 818
85-90
FOR SALE—A 14-foot rowboat in good
condition; especially suited for an out-boat
moto-.
Write A
C. WILLIAMS, South
Cushing. Me. or call and see It.
84*89
FOR SALE—Large set dial platform scales,
computing scales, standard cash register.
Prices reasonable. H. H. STOVER A CO..
32 Union St. Teh 818.
St S9
FOR SALE—At Pleasant Beach, Augusta
Wright cottage. 7 rooms, well fine drinking
water. 12 FLORENCE ST . Rockland. Tel.
761-M.
82 tf
FOR SALE—Ladles’ silk hosiery In all
Summer Cottages and Board shades, mailed promptly, send $1 for one
pair; $1.85 for two pairs; full fashioned hose
If you have a cottage to let or desire sum (regular $2) for $1.75; quality guaranteed.
mer boarders advertise the fact Jn this pa RAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP, 12 High St .
Rockland, Me.
82*tf
per where thousands will read of it

FOR SALE—House wkh extra land at 72
FOR RENT —Farm bouse furnished, con
nected to lake, good bathing, boating anJ fish Camden St. Inquire at 74 Camden St or
write
MRS W. A. KIMBALL, 1 Miller Kt..
ing WILLIAM SAXSOM. Rockland. Maine.
j
81-8’’
7fi-tf Belfast, Me.
.lohi Patrick wood lot in
FOR SALE—The John
FOR SALE -Cottage lots at Cooper’s Beach
Inquire of MISS CORA E. PERRY. 21 Talbot Washington, Me.; covered with hard wood;
ave. Tel. 8-R.
86-tf about 60 acres; also 1 portable steam saw
mill, boiler 65 h. p., capacity about 20,000
FOR RENT -Cottage at Crescent Beach for per day. Apply to JOHN BROWN, Thomaston
the season, electric lights, running hot and Me____________
79-tf
cold water and bath room; all in first class
FOR SALE -Lumber and wood. 4 toot
condition. Inquire of pioprietors at CRES
CENT BEACH INN.
75-tf board slabs $6.50; store length $H; stave
slabs $6.50; 13 bundles shims $1. L. A
TO LET—Furnished cottage at Pleasant PACKARD. Thomaston. R. F. D.
76-tf
Beach. Inquire EASTERN REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE—300 pairs men’s Moccasin toe
VO.. 32 Viion St. Teh 818.
84-89
composition sole and heel work shoes, special
FOR SALE or TO LET—At Megunticook $3 48. McIaAIX’S SHOE STORE
79-tf
Lake four room furnished cottage; new twoFOR SALE—Men’s Storm King rubber
car garage and row boat; good location. L.
McLAIN’S
SHOE
A. Till RSTON Tel. 1182 MK
79-tf boots, special $3.95.
STORE, next to Perry’s Market.
79-tf
FOR SALE—Jewett touring car, used onl,
for personal car, lias been run 10,000 tnllet.
To Let
Looks like new. In perfect condiilon. J T.
68-tf
TO LET Rooms at 11 and 13 LISLE ST (iAY. Waldoboro.
89-91
FOR SALE—Dry soft ailed slabs, 18 ; dry
bard
wood,
also
lumber.
T.
J.
CARROLL
TO LET—Furnkshed apartment of three
Tel. 263*21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston.
rooms, ail modern. 386 BROADWAY, Cltv.
89-tf
79-tf
FOR SALE—Player piano rolls. 250 of mem
TO LET A neatly furnished room,
bi quire at 24 Crescent Bt. MRS. II. HIGGINS. blgh trade music, all regular |1 to 23 value,
89*91 25c Io 50c per roll while they laat. V
STUDLEY, INC.. Music Dept., 2S3 Main Bt
TO LET Six room tenement on Main St., Rockland.
70-tf
electric lights and toilet. J. H. iMELVIN. 21
Gay St. Rockland.
88*90
FOR SALE—Eight room house at 129
TO LET One car garage rear Snow- Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and two
barna. EDWARD J. HBLLIER. Tel. 43-M
Hudson C. A. HAMILTON, 442 Main St.
47«tl
88-90
FOR SALE—Carpenter tools
MRS. I
TO LET Two furnished rooms, modern,
NEWTON
MORGAN,
South
Thomaston,
Me
at 27 State St
Inquire at IDEAL BEAUTY
KIKH’PK. 273 Main St.
87-tf
FOR SALE—Six second-hand pianos la
TO LET—The well equipped cottage. The
V. F. 8TVDLBT. INC
Crawford, at Crawford’s Pond for the month eood rondltloe.
Music
Dept.. Rockland. Maine.
79-tf
of August. E. L. DOW, 41 Pleasant St
87-89
8 POE*S—A copy In excellent
TO LET—The cellar of the Havener block, cundliloo for sale. Alio a copy af “Beclnand the rear half of the A. & P. store. nutgs of Colonial Maine.” B. T PATTEN
'
HARRY CARR.
75-tf Skowhexin
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave. Applv nJnH2c.»8f0'!HEG*M ""OEPENDENT REto GF»RGE M SIMMONS Tel. 4 W
79-tf PORTER la for sale nt J. F. CASTER’S.
Rockland.
132*tf
FOR RENT Tenement of seven rooms,
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
flush closet, electric lights, desirable location.
Ample cioset room. Inquire at 24 MYRTLE and estates; up-to-date-property, In the rarHT.
88*90 deo spof of Maine—Penobscot Bey. Write
us whet you shut. ORRIN J. DICKBT, Bel
TO LET Pleasant front room, good loca fast. Maine.
fik-tf
tion. Tel. 535-W, or apply to 17 GRACE
FOR SALE—Tomhinatlon
farm and summer
86-tf
home. In summer colony on sea coast; 165
acres, one house. 14 rooms, all modern tmprorententi, two large bams. Another house
Miscellaneous
10 rooms, modem Improvements, large bam
NOTICE—This is to notify all persons con 1.6 laying hens. 306 chickens, six nearly
r
eshened cows, one calf, team horses. 300(1
cerned that I will pay no bills contracted by
my wife. Almlna G War en. after this date. Iba , (me Single driving horse. 1000 Ibe., four
acres
iHdatoes. two acres garden stuff ready
SAMUEL Y. WARREN, Rockland. July 21.
1&27.
87*89 to market, two scree grain, gravel pH. big
source of income, big crop of blueberries
NOTICE TO BERRY PICKERS—Fancy ber crops worth 12,500.
Milk all disposed of
ries bought, empty crates in exchange. New “1
priec- Buy now an<1 fcop benefit
crates for sale to early pickers. Will pay of a (3000 income. Address E. L. R Rock
cash or ship for you on commission, (’all land Courier-Gazette.
86-91
or write IRA W FBBNEY at Deep Sea Fish
LADIES—Reliable, stock of hair good* nl
eries Plant at Rockland, Me., for particulars.
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall
Tel. 290.
orders solicited HELEN C RHODES.
79-tr
FUR STORAGE AND REPAIR—Prut«!inK
your fur coat in summer means prolonging
WHEN IN NEW YORK-Memember that
its goods for the next winter. Storage means you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette
complete protection, Including burglary. We with the home news, at Bolallng'a Newe
have a greater interest in your furs than Agency. 302 Weet 4«th Bt.
24-tf
merely selling them to you. Your continuous
psffronage depends on the service that you
get from the furs and ourselves after you
buy them. We are fully prepared for any
work on your furs that you may be planning.
Let us do it now so you won’t have to wait in
the fall. FULLER-COBB DAVIS._______79-1f

A. D. DAVIS & SON
THOMASTON, ME.

Phone—192 Office, and 143 House
86-tf

“SHIKE-BRITE”
METAL POLISH
A NEW INVENTION
Puts a polish instantly on all
metala—Brats, Nickel, Copper,
Stiver, Gold, Tin, Etc. Alto
Glaetware, Paint, Tile, etc.
It non-ir.flammable and will not
injure the hands or harm the
finest metal.

DIRECTIONS:
Shake bottle
often when using. Apply with
a cloth tame as ordinary polish,
let dry, then polish with a soft,
dry cloth.
4 FLUID OUNCES, 35 CENTS

“Buy It At Your Grocer'e”
t

Manufactured by

FREEDMAN
CHEMICAL CO.
STONINGTON,
MAINE
Reliable Agents Wanted
85-93

Sooner or Later You Will
Buy a

DELAVAL
SEPARATOR
AND MILKER
Buy Now through the «F1d reliable
agent for Knox and Lincoln
Counties.

G. B. WALTER
TEL. 88-4

WALDOBORO, ME.

83T

f

FOR SALE

WHEN

IN

NEW

YORK-ReineraDer that

you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette
with the home news, at Hotaling’s News
Agency. 308 West 40th St.
24-tf

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

Exclusive Rockland Dealers
88-tf

FRANK E. GRAY
17 Bay View Square
Tel, 194-J

Rockla

ALL KINDS OF

MASON WORK
Day or Contract
CEMENT BLOCKS AND POS
FOR SALE
«7-t

DON’T ASK US
ASK ANYONE!

ADDRESSOGRAPH

Doughnuts Are Best
• see

With Gl Graphotypo and Cabinet
All Complete

TRAINER’S
Foot of Spring St.

Rockland

' 8

As new, in original pack
ings. At a bargain. If in
terested write to

FRED S. MARCH

The Courier-Gazette

Cemetery Memorials

PLUMBING, HEATING
108 Pleasant Street,
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

House-Sherman, Inc.

DOWNYFLAKE

For M Platea

WANTADS
read T’SosgEB

When you try them—you buy
them. Something absolutely new.
Improves selectivity, tone and
DOUBLES YOUR VOLUME.

Standard FI

LAWNMOWERS SHARPENED, overhauled

and put in first class condition, called for
and delivered. Call 791 for prompt service
ROCKLAND HARDWARE OO
79-tf

ARMOR
RADIO TUBES

PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

S9-lt

L V X \ XV jfcJx JL < Jwx

Every-Other-Day1

Rockland Courier-Gazette,' Tuesday, July 26, 1927.

"My Idea
°f Heaven

In audition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, title department espe
cially deetrea information of social hapiientngs. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
matt or telephone wlU be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .
770

"It’s You, C’est Vous”
(Say Voo)

Sung by

Miss Belle Cullen is having her va
cation from the John Bird Co.

Harry Richman
Comedian, Star of George White'* “Scandal?'

Record No. 3538—75c

Today

Out

On BRUNSWICK RECORDS
Electrically
recorded by the
“Ught^ay”
Method
“Rosy Cheeks” ... “That Lit
tle Something”—fox trots with
vocal duet. Ben Bernie and
His Hotel Roosevelt Orches
tra.
3528——75c
*

*

*

“Rio Rita”—fox trot with hum
ming chorus. “Following the
Sun Around” (from "Rio Rita”)
—fox trot with vocal chorus.
Carl Fenton’s Orchestra.
3472—75c
*

*

*

“The More We Are Together”
. . . “You Never Get Nowhere
Holding Hands” — fox trots
with vocal effects. Six Jump
ing Jacks.
3524—75c

Dr. William Sharpe of New York
joined his family at Battery Beach
Sunday.
I)r. Sharpe attended the
Dempsey-Sharkey bout last Thurs
day night and says that the former
champion gave Sharkey a terrific
beating. In his opinion Dempsey will 1
regain the crown after lie has met
Gene Tunney,

Mrs. Roger M. Walcott of Hart
Mrs. Esther Brock Bird, as in for ford, Conn, is visiting her parents,
mer summer seasons, Is engaged to Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Richardson,
supply personal and society news for Broadway, for a week.
this column. Information In the con
nection may be sent to Mrs. Bird,
Mrs. L. R. Smith of Vinalhaven is
telephone 782-W.
visiting h«- uncle, E. Mont Perry, 70
Beech street.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Bird of Berlin.
N.'H., have been st rnding a few days
Mrs. W M. Bennett of West Som
In town. Mr. Bird is the son of Capt. erville. Mass., is visiting her daugh
Leslie Bird formerly of Rockland.
ter, Miss Louise Sawyer.

and

(Musical
Photography)

"Silver Moon” (intro. “Mother”
from “My Maryland”) — fox
trot with vocal chorus. “Your
Land and My Land” (from
“My Maryland”)—fox trot with
vocal quartet. Carl Fenton’s
Orchestra.
3537—75c
•

*

•

“I’m in Love Again*. .. “Juat
Wond’ring”—sung by Vaughn
De Leath, Comedian, with Or
chestra.
3520—75c
•

*

*

“Rock Island”... “Old Whisker
Bill, the Moonshiner” — sung
by Buell Kazee, voice and
banjo.
145—75c
*

*

*
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E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE.

Miss Bertha Martin and Miss Mar
ion Weston of Cambridge, Mass., are
visiting Mrs. Caro Jones.

Our Three Da; Sale Will Be Thursday, Friday and Saturday, July 28, 29 and 30

Mrs. Charles S. Nevelson nnd son
Myron and Mrs. S’. Stanley Goldfarb'
Mrs. Frank Ames and daughter of
of New York CHy, daughters of Mr. Matinieus are guests of Mrs. E. H.
and Mrs. I. Berliatqpky, are visit Cameron at 39 Pleasant street.
ing their parents on Broadway.
Capt. R. L. Dobbins of the Inter
Among Rockland people who went national Shipping Corporation. New
ork City is heme on his annual
to Portland Saturday to welcome
acation.
Lindbergh were Mr. and Mrs. C. O.
Perry and family, Mr. and Mrs. Alan
Harry Wiggin and family of Hart
Bird. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bird and
family, Miss Edith MacAlman, Mrs. ford. Conn., are at their former home
E. S. May. Mrs. William Phillips, In South Thomaston where they will
Mrs. Ella Bird and family, Mrs. Rus remain until the middle of August.
Tho? were accompanied from Hart
sell Bartlett ar.d Mrs. Oliver Hills.
ford by Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Hall.
Dudley Wolfe has returned from
Mrs. Edw. L. Matheovs of RiverBoston driving u
new Lincoln
ide. California, who has been •vis
roadster.
iting friends and relatives in Cam
Mrs. Hugo Cross and children of den and Rockland, has returned to
Oullford are guests at Capt. Israel Brookline, Mass. She- expects to be
in Camden again before she returns
Snow’s.
to the Pacific Coast.

READ THIS LIST OF BARGAINS. MAIL ORDERS FILLED EVERY DAY AS USUAL. A NICE
HEAVY PAPER SHOPPING BAG FREE TO EVERY CUSTOMER COMING TO THE SALE.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Brown are oc
Miss Eleanor Griffith is recovering
cupying their cottage at the art
from a badly sprained ankle- sus
colony at Mt. Pisgah, Boothbay Har
tained In early June. She is now a
bor. where Mr. Brown is painting and
guest at the Edwards’ cottage, Ash
studying.
Point.

Leslie Hamilton of Glen Ridge, N.
J. is a guest this week of Mr. and
Mrs. Nicholas T. Murray, Camden
street.
Mrs. Hamilton, who pre
preceded him here will spend the
summer here. Mr. 'Hamilton was
accompanied as far as Brockton,
Mass, by his mother-in-law, Mrs. .1.
F. Sprague, who spent the weekend
there, and who is now visiting In this
city.

Members of the Itooevik Club were
pleasantly entertained last week by
Mrs. Warren Noyes at the Flint cot
tage, Holiday Beach. Picnic dinner
was served. The club was recently
entertained by Mrs. Albert Peterson
the Cobb farm in Hope where
the members had a very enjoyable
outing.

Linen Lunch Cloths, blue,
pink, gold ............................
36 in. Challie, 6 yds, for......
8 yds. Best Quality 40 in
Sheeting ...............................
Rayon Bloomers, all colors ..
Rayon Gowns, all colors
100 Bed Spreads, full size,
Cotton Diaper, 10 yd. piece..
5 Pillow Cases..........................
2 Pillow Cases, embroidered
or fancy edge .....................
81x90 Sheets, good quality..

1.00
1.00
1.00
.00
00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

$ 1.50 Leatherette Suit Cases,
good lock, leather handles 1.00
5 Rolls Batting ........................ 1.00
Cut Glass Water Set, pitcher,
and 6 glasses ..«................... 1.00
Thermos Bottle ........................ 1.00
Underarm Bags........... >........... 1.00
Ladies’ and Gents’ Umbrellas 1.00
Corsets, several styles, all sizes 1.00
Children’s 25c Ribbed Hose,
black or brown, 6 pairs.... 1.00
Children’s Ribbed Hose, col
ors, beige, nude and tanbark, 4 pairs ........................ 1.00
Ladies’ Silk Hose, all colors, 1.00

Lace Trimmed Bureau Scarfs 1.00
Ladies’ Night Gowns, crepe
or muslin, regular and outsizes ..................................... ... 1.00
Ladies’ Colored and White
Princess Slips, regular and
00
outsize
..................................
Ladies' Crepe Bloomers, all
colors, regular and extra
1.00
size, 2 for ....................... .

Bungalow Aprons, extra
sizes ...................................

.00

Rayon Vests ............................
Rayon Step-ins .......................
Rayon Chemise .......................
Plisse, in all colors, 5 yds.......
8 yds. Good Percale .............
32 in. Gingham, 5 yards ......
36 in. Long Cloth, 5 yds.........
$1.25 Baby Carriage Blankets, pink and blue .............
3 lb. Bundle Patchwork
Pieces .....................................
Table Damask, all linen, 1 yd

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

Hat Boxes, good for week
end cases, two sizes...........
Japanese Work Baskets, large
1 5 Rolls Toilet Paper..............
Shade Curtains, all colors,
2 for ......................................
6 yds. All Linen Crash .........
Ladies’ Silk Hose, 2 pairs......
Misses’ Silk Hose, 2 pairs ....
Children’s Gingham Dresses
Bleached Cotton Cloth, 8 yds.
Large American Flag, 4x6....
Cretonnes, 4,yards for .........

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
LOO

New Voile Dress Goods, 3
yards for ................ t............. 1.00
36 in. Rayon, several colors,
3 yards for............................ 1.00
Traveling Bags ........................ 1.00
Crepe Kimonos, all colors .... 1.00
2 Bungalow Aprons .............. 1.00
Porch Dresses, each................ 1.00
Cretonne Covered Sofa Pil
lows, 2 for............................ 1.00
New Summer Dress Goods,
all fast colors, 3 yards for.. 1.00
Children’s Rompers, fine qual
ity ............................................. 1.00

The Ladles Aid of the Littlefield
1.00
Memorial church will meet Wednes
“Muscle Shoal Blues” . . .
* * *
H. Kinsley Draper, Jr., and Roger day in the church vestry for the
“Up Country Blues” — har
"Alabama Stomp” ... “Hurri monica, played by De Ford
Draper of Ca’nton, Mass., are tlie regular monthly missionary meeting.
White Marquisette Curcane”—fox trots. Red Nichols
guests of Miss Lena Thorndike at Those not solicited will take pastry.
Bailey.
147—75c
tains, pair ....................... 1.00
and His Five Pennies. 3550—75c
her cottage at Spruce Head.
* * *
* * *
One of the mo’st interesting of
“The House at the End of the
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bartlett have Rockland's summer visitors is .Miss.
“You Don’t Like It — Not Lane”—tenor and whistler with
Damask Table Cloths, hemfor their house guests Mrs. Christine Catherine Linster of Bonnevoie.
fiddle and guitar. “My Blue
Much” . . . “Where the Wild
stitched borders of blue,
Luxembourg, who is the guest of
I.anigan
and
son
Aithur
and
Cha:
les
Ridge
Mountain
Home
”
—
Wild Flowers Grow”—fox
Hardin of Waterville.
'l-s. Austin P. Brewer. Mrs. Brewer
trots (with vocal chorus by Frank tenor and whistler with har
rose or gold, 58x58, each .. 1.00
as Marguerite Linster in Bonnevoie
Sylvano). Jules Herbuveaux’ monica, Jew’s harp, fiddle and
hen she met Mr. Brewer in Luxem
2
yds.
Damask, colored borMr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Linnell
of
Arl

guitar.
Vernon
Dalhart
and
Palmer House Victorians.
ington. Mass., motored to this city bourg soon after the Armistice and
Clothes Hampers................ 1.00
Carson Robison.
121—75c
3557—75c
der
...........................................
1.00
Saturday. Mr. Linnell has returned came to Rockland just eight years
* * •
* * *
$1.50
Giant
Alarm
Clocks
1.00
12 Men’s Hemstitched Handbut Mrs. Linnell is to remain her ago as a war bride. Miss Linker’s
“South Wind” ... “One Sum “Variety Stomp” . . . “Phan
passport allows her a year’s stay
guest of relatives for two weeks.
Children’s Creepers, 2 for .... 1.00
kerchiefs ................................ 1.00
mer Night”—vocal with uku tom Blues”—fox trots. Fess
in the United States. She speaks
•
lele and guitars. Yale Hawaiian Williams’ Royal Flush Or
Children’s Khaki Middy Suits 1.00
Ladies
’
Muslin
Night
Gowns,
8 Bath Towels ......................... 1.00
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Greefle of German or French as a matter of
chestra.
3532—75c
Trio.
3548—75c
Washington, D. C.. who have been course and is rapidly learning Eng
Ladies’ Silk Hose, 3 pairs .... 1.00
2 for ........................................... 1.00
Large Size Turkish Towels,
She is delighted with this
stopping at The Laurie, have taken lish.
Shelf Oilcloth, 10 yards......... 1.00
Women’s Union Suits, 2 for 1.00
4 for......................................... 1.00
the Field cottage at Crescent Beach country,B particularly Maine.
A 7 yds. 32 in. Gingham........... 1.00
for a week.
1 Gallon Vacuum Jugs ......... 1.00
2 Extra Large Turkish TowMiss Mariam Lowell of Concord. N
Set of 5 China Bowls ........... 1.00
MARIO CHAMLEE
Silk Scarfs, all colors ............. 1.00
ALBERT SPALDING
els ............................................ 1.00
The Sextet Club held an all-day H„ is the guest of Miss Helen Fifield
Tenor, Metropolitan Opera Company
Violinbt
indoor picnic Saturday at the honi“
Ladies’ Fabric Gloves, fancy
Ladies’ Summer Vests, band
Mrs. Frank A. Maxey is confined
“Fra Diavolo”— “On Yonder
of Mrs. Nina Gregory, Glencove. The
“Walts in A Major” (Brahms)
cuff .......................................... 1.00
Rayon
Slips
.......................
1
top,
all
sizes,
4
for
..............
1
.00
1.00
to
her
home
on
Warren
street,
by
illRock
Reclining
”
(Act
I)
.
.
.
party included six old-time friends
,.. “Minuet” (Mozart)—played
Lunch
Kit, box and bottle,... 1.00
Mrs. Frances Fish of Camden: Mrs.
“
Bohemian
Girl
”
—
"ThenYou
’
ll
Percolators,
aluminum
or
by Albert Spalding, Violinist.
Nellie Morton of Glencove, Mrs.
Remember Me” (Act III)—
Aluminum
Tea Kettles ......... 1.00
Double
Boilers,
aluminum
or
Countess
Nadine
Sobanisky,
for

white
enamel
......................
1.00
Pianoforte by Andre Benoist.
Alice Gordon, Warren, Mrs. May
sung by Mario Chamlee, Tenor,
Kotex, 2 for .............................. 1.00
Hamilton of St. Petersburg and merly Red Cross volunteer nurse,
with Orchestra.
10227—$!
15127—$1.50
white
enamel
.......................
1.00
Lined
Weekend
Cases
.......
!..
1.00
nd head of the Imperial Hospital in
Thomaston, Miss Anne V. Flint of
Petrograd, is a guest at the -Samoset,
Rockland with Miss Katherine Greg
Ask to hear these played on The Brunswick Panatrope
ory of Norwood, Mass., as guest of where she is to deliver a lecture on
The Historic Events of the Russian
Mrs. W. J. Fernald and Mrs. Hoc- I Cards have been received from Dr.
Archie Bowley of the plant de
Mrs. Fannie* Smith returned from
honor.
Revolution" as they came within lier tor Staples and children are visiting I George Smith of Boston who is in partment at the telephone office Is her vacation Monday to tlie Fullerpersonal observation. -She has p.e- Fn South Portland.
Europe tills summer traveling and back at work following a pleasant Cobh-Davls store.
Mr and Mrs Frank Moon and
iously addressed the Maine Club of
studying. Dr. (Smith has been a fre vacation
daughters Louise and Beatrice, re
233 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
New Y'ork. of which Mrs| Conkling
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd L. Shaw of
Manuel Bernard comes from New quent visitor in Rockland.
turned by motor to Portland Sunday.
Teleohone 1080
formerly of Boothbay Harbor
Mrs. E. L. Toner of 157 Talbot North Main street have returned
York to his former Rockland home
president and the New Y’ork Rotary next week to recuperate from a re
Miss Lillian Fifield
on her va avenue lias for her house guests Mrs. from an eight days’ trip hy motor
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wilson have
cent surgical operation.
cation from the Fuller-Cobb-Davis E. (’. Hurd and daughter Rae of through New England, on which they
returned from a fortnight’s stay at Club.
Bangor and Miss Thelma Littlefield j went with Mr. and Mrs. H. Augustus
store.
Wheeler's Bay, while Mr. Wilson
Arthur Smith of the Central Fire
Mrs. Jennie Freedman of Boston
of Orono.
Merrill of Portland. With Mrs. Mer
has been having his vacation.
Station crew is having his ftnnual is a guest at David Shafter’s, where
rill at the wheel they rode 800 miles,
Miss Frances Ryder returns to her
vacation.
other visitors were her son and Mr.
Elmer Emery and John Anderson, visiting Hartford, New Haven and
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Seavey
and Mrs. White and son of Boston. duties at Senter-Crane’s today after employes of the Bartlett Tree Ex New London, Conn., Lowell, Mar Clinton Lovejoy of Flushing. N. Y.,
her vacation. Miss Elisabeth ParmScarboro are guests of Mr. Seavey's
pert Co arc home from White Plains, boro, Wrentham, East Greenwich and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond was the guest last week of Mr. anil
Mrs J H Boynton and family of alee is out on her vacation.
N Y, for a fortnight's vacation
Providence, Nashua, Manchester and
Robishaw.
Mrs. W. L. Benner.
Lexington, Mass, are occupying7 the
Max
Sandler
and
family
of
Bos

Supt. E. L. Toner and A. L. Whit Portsmouth, N. H. At New Haven
E R Spear, manager of the local
I Leslie Cross cottage, Cooper’s
Mr and Mrs Arthur St Clair and
ton are visiting in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Farnum of Beach for two weeks
Mrs. Clara Orffl of Boston was
temore, who are attending the Har they visited Mrs. Annie P. R<*?d. At
two sons of Wollaston. Mass, are telephone office has returned from
Portland and Mrs. Philena Pierce
vard Summer School were weekend Wrentham they were entertained by
in the city for a fortnight's visit. the telephone conference in Lowell, visitor in the city Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Brown and guests at their respective homes in Miss PhylMs Montgomery and fit
of Allston, Mass., were guests of the
Mass
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover and
Manchester they were guests of Mr.
Esten W. Porter of New York is latter’s sister, Mrs. F. A. Maxey, Howe W. Glover motored to Range- their sister Mildred Webster, mo- Rockland.
Jeanette, five year old daughter of
tored from Worcester Sunday, ar
and Mrs. G. O. Estabrook. They
Isidor Gordon, was operated on Sat
The Methebesec Club will picnic spending a weeks vacation in thi Sunday.
ley Lake for the weekend, where they riving in tlie late afternoon at
Mr. and Mrs. Wtllia n A. Harris returned to Portland Saturday in sea
urday at the Knox Hospital for ap Friday with Mrs. Nettie Perry at vicinity, guest meantime of hi
were guests at the camp of Mrs. Thomaston and had supper with Mr.
Mrs. George Bucklin, daughte? Na- Glover’s cousins. Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
and children are the guests of Mr. son to see the thousands who wait
pendicitis
Crescent Reach, members to meet at daughter. Mrs. Harold F. Allen of
and Mrs. H. D. Crle and in tho
ed in the rain for a glimpse of Lind
the waiting room at 11 o’clock with Camden. Mr. Porter is a tennis en onti and Miss Vida Skofield of P. rt Briggs of Washington, D. C. (hi evening arrived at the Fred Rhodes’ and Mrs. .1. Underwood at Ingra
ham’s Hill. Mr. Harris, one of the bergh, and remained over Sunday,
thusiast and has never allowed hl land arrived Friday, called here by their return they were accompanied
Mrs. Margaret Mansfield of Glen dishes and silver.
home. Talbot avenue. They left for National Red Cross officials spoke to finally seeing Lindbergh and hearing
devotion for that sport to lapse, the death of Mrs. Bucklin's mother. by Mr. and Mrs. Briggs, who, with
Ridge, N. J., is the guest of Mr. and
Criehaven Tuesday morning on the the Forty Club yesterday about the him speak in Deering Oaks Sunday
Mrs.
Julia
Chaples.
Mr.
Bucklin
and
Among
his
other
distinctions
in
the
Mrs. Edwin HU11, Warrenton Park.
the Glovers attended the luncheon motor boat Olive R., to visit Mr. and
A Rockland man, Donald L Karl
afternoon.
Mississippi flood disaster.
Miss
Ruth
Bucklin
came
Sunday
to
metropolis
is
that
of
being
an
official
and reception at Mrs. .1. E. Walker’s Mrs. Leslie* Wilson at their summer
was at Old Orchard Sunday morn
tennis
umpire.
attend
the
funeral,
returning
home
in. Thomaston yesterday.
' cottage.
It was learned last week that Mrs. ing when Lindbergh landed and was
that afternoon. The others will re
Joan Newbert of Rockland and Lan- one of those who held the eagle
main
for
a
longer
visit,
the
guests
of
Mrs.
Lester
Ayer
who
has
been
th
srom Miller of Thomaston had been wheel the Spirit of St Louis to its
married quietly at the rectory of the hangar Later Mr and Mrs-Karl had guest of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ox Mrs. Albert Cables and Mrs. Frank
Universalist church by the Rev. C. front seats at the great reception in ton, Suffolk street, for ten days, ha Gregory.
A. Knickerbocker July 1st. A short Portland and enjoyed the ceremon returned to her home in Medford
Rev. and Mrs. P. E. Miller and
honeymoon followed, but it was not ies Mr and Mrs Karl and children Mass.
daughter Rebecca of Tenant's Har
until the young couple took up their were guests at Old Orchard the week
ALL THIS WEEK
Little Miss Virginia Pease who bor and another daughter. Mrs. Ray
residence at 43 Warren street that of Mi- and Mrs Clifford Libby of
has been spending several weeks with mond Frlesner and friend, Mrs. Ar
TODAY
Bangor
their marriage became known.
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. S. D. thur Orr of Indianapolis, were guests
MAY McAVOY and MALCOLM MacGREGOR
Crosby at the Highlands, has re Friday of Mr.' Miller's sister, Mrs.
WITH
turned to her home in Wiscasset William
T.
Richardson.
Spruce
in “MATINEE LADIES”
Miss Virginia had as her guest fo street. In the afternoon the party,
MAE EDWARDS
the last week of her visit her little accompanied by Mrs. Richardson,
Sallie Smith was a cigarette girl at a cafe and hated
chum. Miss Barbara Greenwood, also Mrs. Evelyn McKusic and son, Maur
her
job.
Then
came
the
six-foot
danceman.
of Wiscasset.
ice McKusic, attended a family re
THIS AFTERNOON
union at Laconia Park. Megunticook
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
Sherman Daniels, who has been Lake. Mrs. Friesner and Mrs. On
“LITTLE MISS BLUEBEARD”
spending his vacation in this city motored from Indianapolis. To say ’
has returned to Boston.
they were somewhat tired when they '
TONIGHT AND WEDNESDAY MATINEE
arrived at Tenant's Harbor is putting 1
/'
Miss Margaret Flanagan Is visit Yt mildly.
ing in Portland din ing a fortnight
Girls' Coats in our Bargain Base
%
vacation from the telephone office.
ment, beauties, ages 4 to 7 and 8 to
By JAMES P. JUDGE
16, at $5.00 and $7.50. Fuller-CobbFrom
the
Fun
Classic
That Broke All Records at the Maxine
88-89
A happy party met at the home of Davls.
Elliot Theatre, New York
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Barham of

Brunswick9s New Hall of Fame

V. F. STUDLEY CO.

PARK

*1 STRAND !*►

MAE EDWARDS PLAYERS

SPECIAL

Gloria

FOR SATURDAY ONLY

GENUINE UNOLEUM ART RUGS
9x10.6.. ....................... $9.00

9x12.. .. ............... $9.98
This is a Chance of a Lifetime to Get a Genuine
Linoleum Art Rug at These Unheardof Prices.

Studley’s

•NORTH HAVEN
Oliver street Wednesday evening to
The correspondent wishes to cor-1
observe the birthday anniversarie
of Mrs. Barham of that address and rect an item that was erroneously re
ported in Saturday's paper in regard
Miss Nellie Barham of De Quee
Ark., granddaughter of Mr. Barham to Mrs. Hanson Crockett. She Is not,
Plano, vietrola and the radio fur In the Maine General Hospital as was
|
nished a very nice entertainment. Re reported.
Harold Crockett has returned to
freshments were served. Those pres
ent were Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Barham. Boston after spending hsl vacation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Barham, Jr., of three weeks. His family will re-'
son Ear! and daughter Nellie /tf main here until September.
Mrs. Clarice Marshall and little
De Queen, Ark: Mr. and Mrs. Calla
han of Franklin, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. son are visiting Mrs. Marshall’s par-1
Harvey Butler and son Clyde, Mr. ents at the Little Thoroughfare.
The annual church fair /will be
and Mrs. Charles Spear, Herbert
Spear, Mr. and Mrs. William Butler, held July 27. If stormy that date it
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Burkett, Mrs. will be held the next pleasant day
Harold Wall, Mr. and Mrs. Albertus following.
The radio fans were fortunate in
Clarke, Mrs. Charles Pullen, Bernard
Steel. Sherwood Butler, Charles Mc getting the Dempsey-Sharkey fight
Intosh Carolyn Young, Mrs. Mary ' with very little stat.L and the tight
Plummer, Mrs. Ada Orff, Mr. and, was heard plainly.
Mrs. Ibra Ripley, Miss Vivian Hall, I The Radcliffe Chautauqua will he
Mr. and Mrs. Iral Smith and Miss In town during the week of Aug
Ella Orff.
8, 4. 5.

Swanson

inHerSupremeScreenA chievement
As a modern maid craving ro
mance.
As a society doll wedded to
wealth.
As a prima donna gaming with
fame.
As a school teacheiyduty before
beauty.

Love swayed her being
Dramatic love, romantic lovey
real love and tinsel love enact
ed against settings of sumptu
ous splendor to thrill, amaze
and satisfy the most discrimi
nating.

“SQUARE CROOKS”

WEDNESDAY EVENING—THURSDAY MATINEE

“THE PATSY”
Tho Surprise Play—Barry Connor’s Broadway Success.
THURSDAY EVENING—FRIDAY MATINEE

“WHY MEN GO WRONG”
New York's Greatest Sensation in Years—Don’t Miss This One.

SEVEN

BIG ACTS OF VAUDDEVILLE

SEVEN

SPECIAL FEATURE

“THE LOVE
99
OF SUNYA

MAE EDWARDS NOVELTY ORCHESTRA

PRICES—Matinee 10c7 25e, 35e.
SEATS NOW ON SALE.

Evening 25c, 35c, 50c.
TELEPHONE 409

DAILY CHANGE OF PROGRAM

—Y
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I said that the men of Thomaston and
I Warren, like these, true patriots, had
made the nation what it is.
The lessons that have come from
the lives of the grrat men of our
nation do not change and never will.
In favor of kills new weapon, and an Honesty, integrity, courtesy, kind
appeal has been made to the same ness, and love of home and of coun
old idea that there is some cheap try. should be inculcated in the
and easy method of maintaining na hi arts of the children, things that
tional defense. It has been suggest abide, taught by the lives of those
ed that one or a dozen or a hundrel «ho are gone. Children worship at
bomhing planes might destroy a bat the shrine of patriotism.
tleship.
"My Country 'Tis of Thee" he had
Therefore, Why build battleships’.’ heard sung at "the crown of tho
But the aircraft carrier lias proven continent” later at the University ,
the most expensive warship we have of Minnesota, and the week after |
1.’ is estimated that it will cost $100. under the shadow of Bunker Hill. |
000 per annum for every single one We shall be true to our country and
of tho airplanes upon our two new It shall all be our country, especarriers.
This estimate is based
I dally if we abide by the last verse
upon allowance for depreciation of -f "America” and recognize our alle
the ship, of the airplane, the pay
giance to the "King of Kings."
ment of the expenses of maintenane
The spirit of Knox bids us to be
of tho ship, and the payment of |>er
sonnel. The fact is that the cost o’ true to the ideals for which our fa
aviation is a staggering addition t- ille’s died and let us dedicate our
the load involved ill the maintenance selves today to those ideals for which
of national defense, and when wi our nation and our flag stand.
"My flag—born in the days of revosay that we mean the inaintenatna
ution, baptized in the days of civil
of a great nation
t ife. rededicated to the cause ot
• . •
auman freedom in the great world
Mrs. William I'llingwood recited
conflict; in peace and in war it has
with dramatic effect "Wlien Kno\ •ver floated as the symbol of liberty
Kept Open House," illustrating it
ir.d justice. M ly its stars never
with graceful and expressive gesture ;row diin and its stripes never
• ♦ • •
tade. And may tire children in (lie
chools over which it shall float lie
Supt. Condon’s Address
so taught to love justice, to hate evil,
Dr. Randall J. Condon, educator,
md to do good, that they may forever
writer and author, native of Fricridprotect the flag and the ideals for
sliip and superintendent of schools
I of Cincinnati, proved himself an vhich it stands.”

Celebrated the Birthday of Gen. Knox
(Continued From Page One)

Banner.’’
The
bugler
sounded
"taps” and three volleys were fired
by the Thomaston battery.
The afternoon exercises in Watts
hall opened with the salute to the
flag, led by Douglas Walker, a manly
young figure looking very natty in
his Scout uniform. Garbed in a stars
and stripes costume. Kaychel Emer
son of New York and Warren sang
with impressive effect the first verse
of "Star Spangled Banner.” She led
the audience in the second verse and
joined with it in the third.

ers. they should be armed with
eight-inch guns — 250-pounders —
rather than six-inch—100-pounders;
they should be as speedy as pos
sible. and carry as much armor for
protection as possible; thus the in
ordinate and unbearable expense of
a vast number of smaller cruisers
could to a certain extent be obviated.
One of these cruisers, or frigates, as
they were then called, the Constitu
tion. is now in drydock at the Bos
ton navy yard, and there the sound
of saw and hammer and adz i$ heard
rebuilding this ship upon file author•ty of Congress, and the mandate of
the schoolchildren of the United
States who have made her recondi
tioning possible by their contribu
tions for that purpose. One has only
to study the activities of Henry Knox
to realize that he understood that
national existence could only be
achieved and maintained by heroic
and persistent effort, and he knew
that effort was best exerted when
- guided by the best expert advice ob; tainabIe

Ixird present at the laying of the
corner stone of Montpelier before
many moons.
"Back of Mrs. Lord is a .presence
whose name is almost as well known
as ‘Lindy's,’ and who is to us work
ers in the Association as a tower of
strength and the shadow of a great
rock in a weary land—for it is Gen.
Lord who straightens out all our
difficulties and he even smooths the
quirks in our dispositions, and is
General Helper as well as General
Lord.”
G. B. Mathews, Mrs. Lilia Elliot
Secretary Wilbur’s Address
and Mrs. Louise Ingraham acting as
Secretary Wilbur received a splen
a nominating committee brought in did greeting. He made frequent
the following list of officers, who allusions to Admiral Charles F.
were unanimously elected::
Hughes, commander in chief of the
President—Mrs. Anne Waldo Lord, I'nited. States fleet and confirmed the
Washington, D. C.
announcement of several weeks ago
Vice Presidents—Mrs. Lois Creigh that he would after Nov. 14 be the
ton, Thomaston; Frank H. Ingraham, ranking officer of the entire navy,
Rockland, Mrs. Mary B. Cooper, with the title of chief of operations.
Rockland; and W. O. Fuller, Rock- (gecreta ry Wilbur said ,he ,had, ,heard
land.
"Freddie” talk about Maine for 40
It is not surprising to find that
Bank Treasurer- -Thomaston Na
Je.ns. and was „lad to get a chance George Washington, when he became
tional Bank.
to see it. He couldn t say as to its 1I President, selected Henry Knox as
Local Treasurer- dirs. Ella Dunn, winters, but had checked the Ad
| his Secretary of War. When we
Thomaston.
miral up as O. K. on the summers. ! realize the tremendous aid furnished
Chaplain—Mrs. Effie J. Seavey,
He paid a tribute to Senator to George Washington and his
Thomaston.
Hale, chairman of the Naval Affairs
Recording Secretary—Judge Frank committee who had “devoted himself ! armies by the navy he extemporized,
and later by tho French fleet, which
B. Miller, Rockland.
wit i single heartedness to the devel- - CU( o(f Cornwallis' supplies, it is not
Corresponding Secretary — Mrs.
» » . •
°t
St#t.es
surprising that Washington felt it
Katherine C. Derry. Rockland.
Other speakers at the public meet
-When Senator Hale doesn’t come to incumbent upon him to assist in the I
Registrar—Miss Hortense B. Wil see us, we go ar.d see him." said the
ing were Mrs. William B. Burney of
organization of a navy for the new
son. Thomaston.
Columbia. 6. C.. vice president gen
Secretary.
government.
Librarian—Mrs.
John
Hewett,
eral
of
the
National
Society,
"There is no royal road to the se
Thomaston.
D. A. R.; Mrs. William S. Shaw of
curity of the Nation" declared Sec
Curator—Mrs. Blanche Waldo Ayer, retary Wilbur. “That security must
It is interesting to contrast the
Portland, State regent of the D. A. R.
Thomaston.
and Judge E. K. Gould. Judge Gould
depend upon sacrifices made by the program of Henry Knox for six i
Custodian—Mrs. Nan Higgs, Rock- people of the nation upon a recogni frigates, three of 44. and three of 30
made an eloquent appeal in behalf of
land.
the memorial, and said that all pres
tion of the facts concerning human guns, with the policy advocated by
Auditor—Mrs.
Rita P. Smith. life and human responsibilities, and President Thomas Jefferson in his
ent should at least become members.
Thomaston.
The memorable day’s services
a willingness to undertake the re message to Congress In 1807. He i
Trustees—Judge •E. K. Gould. sponsibilities incident to the advan proposed to Congress that 200 gun
concluded with the singing of
Rockland; W. G. Washburn. Thom- tages we have already achieved as boats. armed with a single gun each,
"America" try Ilaychel Emerson, with
or at most, two guns, were sufficient
aston; J. W. Hupper. Martinsville; a nation.
♦
Miss Alcada llall as accompanist.
for
national
defense
However,
no
Lawrence Dunn. Thomaston; Mrs.
• • • •
sooner had James Madison been in
Josephine -Walker, Thomaston; J. C.
AT WISCASSET
The expenditures necessary for stalled as President, than it was
Perry, Rockland; and Judge W. H.
national
defense
have
caused
all
the
Fisher, Augusta.
discovered that the gunboat policy
A belated arrival at the annual nations of the earth to seek for ways had been a great mistake. Gunboats,
Tabernacle Summer Meet
meeting was Dr. Henry Thatcher of lessening this expense. The Wash while of some avail in harbors, and
ington
Conference
for
the
Limitation
while they had actually been used
ings Open July 31 and
Fow’er of Brown University, great
grandson of Gen. Krox, who received of Naval Armament was a result of against the Barbary pirates, were
an
effort
to
limit
this
constantly
Continue
For a Fortnight.
found in the aggregate to require
a cordial welcome. He told how his
growing expense and to allay the more men per gun. and more dollars
mother had spent several weeks at
suspicion engendered by the enor per gun. for maintenance, than those
The Wiscasset Tabernacle summer
the Knox Mansion when she was 12
mous expenditures necessary for the of a frigate or a ship of the line.
meetings will begin Sunday, July 31
or 13 years old. and how she had
development of naval power. Am The gunboats which were in com
made for him a pencil sketch of the erica placed upon the altar of inter
and continue through Aug. 14.
ground floor. He also told of the national friendship the finest navy mission gradually deteriorated, and
Rev. William W. Ayer, pastor of
valuable Knox cabinet which he is to ever conceived or built by man. and when hauled out of the water and Dr. Randall J. Condon, Department
of
Superintendence,
Cincinnati the Central Baptist Church of Gary,
give to the Association as soon as asked in exchange the good will of put under cover, the others quickly
Indiana, is to be the chief speaker.
Public Schools.
there is a safe housing for It in her co-signatories to the treaty. became treeless. In short our gun
boat navy was useless and we then
Mr. Ayer is a young man, 34 years
Thomaston.
Great Britain, France, Italy and had only three years in which to pre
o'.d. of such ability as to secure him
lapan, and asked of them naval se pare for the War of 1812, largely able. witty and interesting speaker the call to this church in a city
Reception At Mrs. Walker's
curity on her Atlantic and Pacific fought by ships designed under and his eloquent end patriotic utter which is one of the marvels of the
The beautiful Colonial home of Coasts, conceding to all others se Henry Knox.
ances brought forth frequent hursts century. The great steel mills at
Mrs John E. Walser made an ideal curity in their own home waters
Since that war. the Navy of the of applause, lie said that lie hail Gary cost one hundred million dol
We Save
We
agreed
not
to
establish
bases
in
setting for the reception from noon
United States has had its times of been coining hack to Maine for 40 lars to build, and this and allied in
You
our
own
territorial
limits
west
of
the
to one o'clock, the spacious rooms
prosperity and its times of adversity. years, ar.d said that he recently told dustries employ thousands of men.
We sacrificed Happily for us its greatest times of a visitor that he worked in Cin
and hallways amply accommodating Hawaiian Islands.
Money
Any man who can meet the demands
L. MARCUS, Proprietor
the large yompany of guests, who thips which had cost us hundreds of adversity ‘have been in times of cinnati, but lived in Maine. He al in such a situation has more than the
were received at the door by Mrs millions of dollars. The value of the peace.
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
ways
enjoyed
passing
through usual amount of ability.
Richard O Elliot and greeted by the ships we scrapped was greater than
« . . •
Thomaston, with its colonial houses,
Mr.
Ayer
not
only
carries
on
,the
cha’ ming hostess. The formal re that of all the ships recently re
After the close- of the World War handsome colonial doors, and the work at his own centre but is
ception by the distinguished partici viewed by the President in Lynnhavwe
surrendered our supremacy of the elms lining its streets.isome perhaps in demand as a Bible teacher in
pants In the dav's program, headed "n Bay. when that fleet in a column seas, made inevitable by the comple planted by Knox's ‘gardeners, or nearby cities, adding also evange days last week with her brother and Back Light Station, returned last
Tuesday from a vacation spent wi h
by the Secretary of the Navy, was 13 miles long passed before him.
tion of this building program so well under the direction of Gyen. Knox listic campaigns throughout the west. wife at the lighthouse. She returned
followed with luncheon served by an J In view of the sacrifices made by inderway, when we called the na himself.
Thursday to her home at Vinalhaven. Ills family nt Southwest Harbor. His
Lawrence
B.
Greenwood,
who
leads
I at the time of that conference,
attractive group of Thomaston's
Thq speaker quoted from Eaton's the tabernacle campaign, has en
W. W. Wt-’ls of Saddle Back Light son, Clarence, returned with him.
nd in view of the fidelity with tions together at Washington to con
young women.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of
,hich the signatory powers have sider the limitation of naval arma history, passages relating to Henry deavored to bring to this end of Station was the overnight guest
In the receiving line at this recep
carried out Its provisions and ments. During our national life we Knox arid his activities and death. the State men who have a virile Wednesda)' at Heron Neck Light Sta Thomaston, and Mrs. Tewksbury of
tion were Hon. and Mrs. Curtis D.
Camden arrived at the pound on
scrapped their ships, a new confe:- have learned lessons which, judging The General, on his death bed. said. message and who know how to give tion.
■Wilbur, Admiral C. F. Hughes, IT.
Andrew Bennett, keeper of Saddle Saturday night's boat. Mr. and Mrs.
nce has been called for the purpose from his conduct, must have been “Is this the end?" "No, it was not it out. Mr. Ayer will not hold sec
S. N., Major and Mrs. Kenneth P.
of extending the 5-5-3 ratio to other fully understood by Gt-n. Knox. We the end." said Dr Condon, the influ ond place to those who have spoken
Lord. Gen. and Mrs. Herbert M.
classes of ships because it was found have learned that a navy, capable of ence of his life has continued, at the tabernacle.
Lord. Hon. and Mrs. Randall J. Con
The music this year will be under
that the unlimited construction of defense only, is a delusion. We have though he is dead.
don. Mrs. Charles A. Creighton (re cruisers, destroyers and submarines, abandoned the idea of strictly coast
The preceding generation had al Mr. Greenwood’s direction, assisted
gent of Gen. Knox Chapter), and would not only augment the burden defense vesse-ls. We have learned lowed Montpelier—the most valuable by Mr. and Mrs. Clifton A. Plummer
Jarvis C. Perry (chairman of re
Iready borne by the nations for na- that our commerce Is entitled to pro possession of the town, of greater of Augusta with trombone and saxaception committee).
ional defense, but would tend to tection wherever it may be upon the value than the prison, its lime busi phone as well as in song, while Miss
The dining room was in charge of gain establish the principles of high seas, and that ships which can ness, Its shipyards, or even the new Mildred Lowe of Springvale will
Mrs. Harriet Whitney and Mrs. competitive building and the suspi protect this commerce upon the high I cement
plant—io
be
destroyed. assist in sang an^ preside at the
May Bunker, their assistants being cions and jealousies thereby aroused seas are also best for the defense of Money can’t replace it. Fortunately pigno.
•
Mrs. Lee Walker, Mrs. Ruth RrackThree services will be held on Sun
The results of this conference are our coasts. Our declaration of war 1 the railroad station building and the
ett. Mrs. John O. Stevens, Mrs. A. not yet manifest, but what ever they upon Germany was not only notice old church on the hill still remain, as days, 10.30, 2.30 and 7. During the
P. Heald. Miss Anna Dillingham. may he. the fact will still remain to Germany and the world at that well as many of the old colonial week there will be day meetings in
SJiss Harriet Williams and Mrs. that if we are to have a navy we time, but for all time to come, that homes of Thomaston, the equal of the cities and towns of this district
John Hewett. Mrs. John Creighton. must build one. If we are to maintain wt- regarded the rights of our citi those in Lexington, and the school The “Gtfspel Patrol,” the converted
Miss Hortense Wilson. Mrs. Char’es parity with Great Britain it will be zens upon the high seas, both in per house on Main street, with the rum runner’s car, will be seen
Washburn and Mrs. Levi SeaVey nly because we build up to and con son and) property, as sacred and in colonial type preseivid
throughout this section.
poured.
Dr. Condon vividly pictured Knox's
tinue to maintain, parity. We can violate, and that we would hazard,
Recently Mr. Greenwood with Mr.
The committee of welcome com not expect either Japan or England if need be. our national existence, warning to the British so'dier at the and Mrs. Plummer toured from Au
prised Mrs. R. O. Elliot and Mrs to scrap new ships constructed since rather than submit to a serious in Boston massacre and Washington's gusta to Bangor in the Patrol, hold
George B. Mathews. There was also the former treaty for limiting arma fringement upon that right. The- sac farewell to his officers on I>ec 4, ing meetings enroute at Pittsfield
a committee of hospitality compris ment, nor is it likely that we will rifices of that war in men. money 1783, when Knox was the first to and Newport, spending four days in
ing Mrs. Aurelia Collamore. Mrs again sacrifice new ships in such an and effort, dramatically and emphat grasp his hand and they embraced open air meetings twice a day at
Ralph Ayers, M.’s. Walter Willey, undertaking. Under the Washington ically indicates the value we place each other in silence, too deeply Bangor, hundreds of people visiting
Ms. Alice Oopeiand. Mrs. Eliza agreement we do not attain absolute upon these rights.
moved for utterance. But Knox was and going through the car which was
The uncertainties of the past in later chosen by Washington, with
Blunt. Mrs. Kate Llimell, Mrs. lada parity with Great Britain until 1942,
the center of attraction wherever
iNewcombe and Mrs. Ernest Mont and the treaty can be denounced in national defense,. must, so far as Hamilton. Jefferson and Randolph to parked.
gomery. A prominent factor in the 1934 by any signatory power, thus possible, be done away. No longer establish this government and make
will we name "Old Ironsides" be it secure on a basis of liberty and
social features of this reception was releasing all.
SWAN’S ISLAND
cause a sailor happened to see a justice. These five believed in an
a group of prominent men compris
shot bound from her sides.
We intelligent, well educated democracy
ing C. A. Creighton. Prof. Edward
Is the expense and effort to mount must know in advance whethee or
A fair, supper and dance was given
Robinson. William G. Washburn, R
up for all time? Is there no way not the enemy's shells will pene and established the public school as by the Rebekahs in Odd Fellows
O. Elliot and Lawrence Dunn.
an
instrument
to
make
our
govern

out? Woodrow Wilson thought that trate: at what range they will be
Hall July 20. Music was furnished
The ushers were Mrs. G. M. Derry,
ment secure.
our peaceful intentions and scrupu
Mrs. Mary Overlook, Mrs. Elizabeth lous neutrality would keep us out of effective; what thickness of armor
Dr. Condon paid a tribute to the by Robinson Orchestra of Bernard.
The Methodist Ladies Aid mer-ts
Dunn. Miss Edith Wilson. Mrs. Nan war. But war with Germany and is required to keep them out at the "pioneer mother" and said that the
different ranges. The problems of "nurture of children" in "faith, gen in the church vestry every Friday
Higgs and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot.
her allies was declared at the in
The reception at Mrs. Walker's stance of President Wilson during national defense require years of re tleness and hope." the "threefold afternoon.
Mrs. Marion Norton of Portland
was under the auspices of Gen. Knox tho second month of his second term. search and solution, and the solution heaven of enduring society" was es
and Mrs. Leila McCarthy of Massa
Chapter, D. A. R., and members of We must be prepared to manifest of no problem but leads to another. sential to the mother of today.
Lady Knox Chapter were special good will on all occasions and in the Our liberties are too dearly pur
Dr. Condon sai-l that Gen. Knox chusetts arc spending a week with
chased
to
be
abandoned
or
relatives in town.
guests.
was
real to him, because his mother
adjustment of all difficulties, hut this
The concert by the 103d Infantry may not be enough. It was not jeopardized by indolence- or Indiffer had told him about Knox as her
GREEN'S ISLAND
Band was thoroughly appreciated by enough in the case of Germany. The ence.
mother had told her, and he felt to
a large audience. The organization manifest desire for pence In Lin
day that he knew him. Tin- Knox
The flight of Byrd and Bennett to Memorial will make him real to the
makes a fine appearance.
Mrs. Walter Simmons and little
coln’s first
inaugural was
not
There was also much praise for enough. The fact Is that mere na the North Pole; the flight of Lind children in this generation.
grandson Harold returned last Tues
the C. A. C. boys, who didn’t appear tional existence requires an army bergh from New York to Paris:
The speaker referred to the first day from a weeks visit with her son
to be at all disturbed by the fact that
nd a navy, and will continue to do quickly followed by the flight of naval engagement, at Machias, when and wife at their home in Thomas
Chamberlin
and
Levine:
and
again
they had been summoned from their so until nations are assured that
a British ship was captured by farm- ' ton.
morning slumbers by a militia call, men of good will will dominate the of Byrd's flight to France-; the flight ers, in the Revolutionary War and 1 -Mrs. Reuben Carver passed several
of
Maitland
and
HegeUberger
from
and would lunch that noon on “iron affairs of all nations. And after na
rations."
tions have disarmed, as the factions San Francisco to Honolulu, again so
• • • •
* A1 the Sign
did in Nicaragua, there will still he quickly followed by the flight of
’North National
bandits within, and perhaps, without, Smith and Bronte to the Hawaiian
Placing The Wreath
to threaten security. If we come to Islands; have dramatized for us as
The exercises at the cemetery
the grave of Henry Knox, conscious nothing else could do the results of
wherein repose the remains of Gen
of the recent World War and its un five or six years of patient effort
Knox were brief but impressive
J. W. McIntosh, Comp
paralleled extent and loss, looking by the manufacturers of the air
After prayer had been offered by across our own Civil War. our Mex cooled engines used in these flights,
troller of the Currency, says:
Rev. W. S. Rounds J. C. Ferry es ican War, we can be assured that in cooperation with and for the Navy
corted iSecretary Wijbur to the never before were so many men of the United States. The reduced
“Maine Bankers are scientists
grave, accompanied by Douglas striving to establish and maintain weight of this engine- per horsepow
in
the investment of money.”
Walker, bearing the wreath.
peace. If some earnest souls Ignore er. and its increased reliability, have
The Secretary placed the me history and Its teachings In their en opened the door for new accomplish
We have been “Maine
mortal, and with the three batteries of deavors to secure peace by disar ments in aviation.
These results
coast artillery standing at attention mament and non-resistance, others have been attained only by careful,
Bankers” since 1854.
the band rendered “Star Spangled equally earnest strive to reduce- the costly and persistent work. It is
From a small beginning
chances of international disaster as estimated that it takes three years
did General Knox by preparedness to design and bring to perfection an
the
institution
has grown to its present
in time of peace and the efficient use- aircraft engine, and nearly as long to
size; RESOURCES over $2,500,000.
of force in time of war. George design and bring to perfection a
Washington was first in war as well plane.
as first in peace, and we today honor \ A plane when manufactured has
Your account is invited.
one of his most able lieutenants in a life of three years, so that all air
There has never T>een a single failure
craft must be replaced in three
both peace and In war.
From the experience of Gen. Knox, years. This new weapon for offenseof
a National Bank in Maine.
and the advice given to him by and defense—the airplane and its
Joshua Humphreys, a shrewd naval equipment—does not furnish a cheap
Years ago when our mothers were little architect of that periofl, Secretary and simple solution of the problem of
girls, their mothers were using this Wilbur drew a moral on one of to national defense-.
It has not rendered obsolete either
good old medicine for constipation and day's foremost controversies.
stomach troubles. It is today’s remedy.
“Translated into modern terms,” armies or navies, guns, tanks or
“L. F." Atwood’s Medicine (or Bitters). said he "the advice of Humphreys ships. It has only added another es
60 doses only 50c. Trial 15c. All dealers. acted upon by Henry Knox, means sential element to the- intricate
that as we may not desire to dupli equipment necessary in national de
Made aad Cu.rut.td br
cate the total cruiser tonnage of oth fense against a well prepared foe.
L F. MEDICINE CO., Potkad, Maia.
er powers, when we do build cruis- Extravagant claims have been made-
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A Remarkable Opportunity
Buy Now! Save Money!
Unparalleled Refrigerator
Values!

All Sizes, Oak, Gray and

Enamel Finishes

Top, Front and Side leers

in All Sizes at

Tremendous Reduction
in Prices

GREATEST VALUES OFFERED IN YEARS
The hcllest part of the summer is yet to come.

Buy your Refrigerator Now. Make This Great
Saving and Save Food and Your Family’s

Health. Safe, Economical, Efficient.

Stonington Furniture Co,
TEL. 680

Harold Simmons returned to their
home Munday morning. Mrs. Tewks
bury remaining for another day.
A number of the girls of the Bos
ton Edison Big Brollier club of sta
tion WEEt are giving Light Keeper
l ied Robbins and wife a surprise
letter party.

ANY MAN OR WOMAN

Can earn money, but it takes one with de
termination to SAVE it!

Pluck, Not Luck

Builds a Bank Account! If you have pluck
to overcome obstacles while saving-you whv
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North
National
Bank

“Climbing up isn’t always easy, but the view
from the top is great.”

Security Trust Co.
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